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w
hy vote leave / daniel hannan

march 2016
non Fiction/Politics  * 210x130 mm * 224 pages
e 9781784977092 * hb 9781784977108 £10.00
rights: world, all languages

Is it time to leave the EU? MEp and award-winning political writer Daniel  
Hannan argues for a British exit ahead of the coming referendum.

Hannan argues that the EU is past its sell-by date, rendered obsolete by tech-
nological advances, shrinking economically and less relevant to our economic 

needs than ever. He shows that any renegotiation is doomed to fail: the EU can’t 
reform, can’t be democratic and can’t be divorced from its goal of ever-closer 
political union. Staying in does not mean staying the same and a vote to leave  

– far from being the risky choice – is actually the safe one. 

Finally Hannan demonstrates that Britain doesn’t have to stay in the EU to 
remain at the heart of Europe and considers the global role a confident nation 

freed from EU strictures could play.

DANIEL HANNAN has been Conservative MEp for South East England since 
1999. He writes regularly at www.hannan.co.uk and for the Daily Telegraph. 

Praise for  
how we invented Freedom

& why it Matters 
 

‘among the most readable  
works of political theory  

i have ever come across.’ 
andRew RoBeRts

‘a magnificent achievement.  
hannan’s prose coruscates, and he  
has a fine eye for anecdotal detail.’  

BoRis Johnson

[?]   R
emain

[?]   L
eave

 
Are you ready to vote  

in the m
ost im

portant  

political event for a  

generation?
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rights: world all languages

not the chilcot RePoRt / PeteR oBoRne & david M
oRRison

the final text of sir John chilcot’s report  
will run to two million words. 

in a book fifty times less bulky, Peter  
oborne and david Morrison have produced  

a concise summary of what should be  
in the chilcot report. 

the authors will prove that tony Blair lied  
repeatedly to the British people in his  
determination to stand with america. 

he was warned that the threat to Britain  
and the world would be enhanced by the war, 
and went ahead regardless. the Middle east 

has since dissolved into a chaos  
of warring factions. 

 the authors will demonstrate that Mi6 failed  
to correct tony Blair’s false claims about the  

threat from saddam hussein’s iraq.

Parliament failed in its duty to challenge  
and test the claims of government ministers;  

the media failed, by and large, in its  
duty to question those in power. 

successive inquiries into these events have 
whitewashed or evaded the central questions.

For anyone who cares about the truth,  
oborne and Morrison have written  

an essential book.

A devastingly frank presentation of what should be in Chilcot’s report. 

The invasion of Iraq is so far the most significant event of the 21st century.  
It has led to the disintegration of the Middle Eastern states established after the 
First World War. The Uk’s role in the war, based on false premises and faulty 
intelligence, poisoned British politics. John Chilcot’s inquiry into these events 
has been running for seven years and is only now limping towards publication. 

In a masterpiece of investigative reporting, peter oborne and David Morrison 
show how the British establishment colluded in hiding what went wrong, and 

how it has persisted in its denial of responsibility for the consequences: the rise 
in Islamist terrorism, a massive refugee crisis and the permanent disorder  

of Syria, Libya and Iraq.

pETER oBoRNE is associate editor of the Spectator and former chief political 
commentator of the Daily Telegraph. DAVID MoRRISoN co-wrote  

A Dangerous Delusion with peter oborne.
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may 2016
non Fiction/history * 234x153 mm * 400 pages

e 9781784977030 * hb 9781784977047 £20.00  
rights: UK, commonwealth

they had been told that the plant produced something 
called ‘heavy water’, and that with this mysterious 

substance the nazis might be able ‘to blow up a good 
part of london’. the saboteurs assumed this was an 

exaggeration to ensure they did a good job.

and they were set on doing just that, no matter the 
price. From the start, they had known that the odds 
of their survival were long. they might get inside the 

plant and complete their purpose, but getting out would 
be another story. if necessary, they would try to fight 

their way out, but escape was unlikely. resolved not to 
be captured alive, each of them carried a cyanide pill, 

stashed in his lapel or waistband.

praise For neal bascomb

‘bascomb succeeds in seducing the reader into 
sympathising with them all and feeling involved in their 
individual stories.’ The Spectator on The Perfect Mile

‘bascomb lets his wonderful story and its characters do 
the talking.’ Sunday Telegraph on The Perfect Mile

‘it’s an extraordinarily gripping and disturbing read.’  
Mail on Sunday on Hunting Eichmann

How Allied commandos destroyed the Nazis’ nuclear ambitions in one  
of the most daring raids of World War II.

It’s 1942 and the germans are racing to build an atomic bomb. They have the 
physicists, but they don’t have enough ‘heavy water’ – the essential component 

of their designs. The Vemork hydroelectric plant in Nazi-occupied Norway is the 
world’s sole supplier of heavy water, and – under threat of death – its engineers 

push production into overtime. For the Allies, Vemork must be destroyed. 

Based on exhaustive research and never-before-seen diaries and letters, The  
Winter Fortress is the compulsively readable story of a group of young men who 
survived the cold of a Norwegian winter, evaded the clutches of the gestapo, 

and saved the world from destruction.

NEAL BASCoMB is the New York Times bestselling author of The Perfect Mile 
and Hunting Eichmann: Chasing Down the World’s Most Notorious Nazis.

the w
inteR FoRtRess / neal BascoM

B
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e 9781784974657 * hb 9781784974619 £16.99 
rights: world, all languages

stonehenGe / FRancis PRyoR

A beautifully illustrated history of Britain’s best-known and  
most mysterious landmark.

Francis pryor draws on the latest archaeological research to tell the 1500-year 
story of the birth, growth and decline of an iconic ancient site. The construction 

of Stonehenge from 3000 BC coincided with a time of change in prehistoric 
Britain: populations were growing, farming was becoming more intensive, the 

landscape was being developed by roads, rivers and settlements. The ritual site of 
Stonehenge, and other sites like it, was a source of stability for our Neolithic and 

early Bronze Age forebears in an age of transformation.

This beautifully illustrated book is part of The Landmark Library, which  
celebrates the turning points of human history. 

FRANCIS pRYoR is one of Britain’s most distinguished archaeologists, and the 
excavator of Flag Fen. He is the author of Britain BC, Britain AD and Seahenge.

praise for Francis pryor’s  
Britain BC: Life in Britain and Ireland Before the Romans:

‘Francis pryor is a modern field archaeologist with a reputation  
second to none. He has written a book as successful and  

exciting as its ambition is huge… lucid and engaging.’  
Alan garner, The Times

‘Written with pace and passion... immensely readable.’  
Tom Holland, Daily Telegraph

‘pryor leaps about the country at a cracking pace, his big  
personality making sure we never get bored by the scant  
and rarefied scraps that are his stock-in-trade.’ Observer

‘Beautifully written, exciting and extremely good… 
an essential read.’ British Archaeology

praise for Britain AD:

‘Francis pryor has given us a remarkable, imaginative and  
persuasive account of those other Britons… its enthusiastic 

and confident approach deserves to be very influential.’ TLS

‘Controversial, deceptively clever and a damn good read.’  
BBC History Magazine

praise for Seahenge:

‘A magnificent book… a vivid story, superbly told. It gives  
a wonderfully clear explanation of how archaeology works.’  

Magnus Magnusson
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July 2016
Fiction/true crime * 234x153 mm * 352 pages
e 9781784081881 * hb 9781784081898 £20.00 
rights: UK, commonwealth

A gripping reconstruction of a brutal Victorian murder.

In April 1871, a constable walking a beat near greenwich found a girl dying  
in the mud – her face cruelly slashed and her brains protruding from her skull.  

The girl was Jane Maria Clouson, a maid for the respectable pook family and  
she was pregnant at the time of her death. When the blood-spattered clothes of  

the 20-year-old Edmund pook, father of the dead girl’s unborn child, were  
discovered, the matter seemed open and shut. Yet there followed a remarkable 
legal odyssey full of unexpected twists as the police struggled to build a case.  

paul Murphy recreates the drama of an extraordinary murder case and  
conclusively identifies the killer’s true identity.

pAUL THoMAS MURpHY is the author of the much-praised Shooting Victoria. 
He earned his phD from the University of Colorado where he taught  

inter disciplinary writing on Victorian topics.

PRetty Jane and the viPeR oF KidBRooKe lane / PaUl thoM
as M

URPhy

pRAISE FoR SHOOTING VICTORIA:

‘Superb... a book for true lovers of the Victorian period.’ 
Sunday Telegraph

‘A gripping, teeming, discursive pleasure.’ Observer

‘A rollicking read.’ Spectator

‘An endearing book full of curiosity and zest.’  
Mail on Sunday

‘I would have liked to be taught by paul Thomas Murphy: 
he’s the most free--spirited of scholars.’ John Sutherland

‘Murphy is a fine researcher and a vivid stylist... crafting 
delightful passages about the intrigues of the royal family.’ 

Judith Flanders

‘Written with as much verve and spirit as the queen herself, 
this fascinating investigation into the attempted  

assassinations is a superb exploration into 19th century  
construction of the monarchy, police procedure and  

perceptions of madness. Murphy’s infectious energy is a fit 
tribute to the inexhaustible monarch he paints with such 

detail and affection.’ BBC History Magazine

‘Beautifully researched and lucidly written...  
An entertaining study.’ Sunday Times

‘Fascinating... It is a testament to his talent that these  
500 pages left me wanting more.’ Daily Express
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rights: world, all languages

M
y hUsBand’s w

iFe / aM
anda PRow

se

She thought she was a wife and mother. Then her husband and children left 
home. Who is she now? The new bestseller from Amanda prowse.

Rosie is a happy-go-lucky, devoted wife and mother. But when her  
husband leaves home and takes the children with him, she must ask the  

question: what is left in her life? 

The answer shocks her, as she comes to realise that she is alone.  
Can Rosie find the strength to rebuild her life?  

Does she even want to?  

AMANDA pRoWSE is the author of several novels, including the number one 
bestsellers What Have I Done? and Perfect Daughter. She lives in Bristol.

THE MILLION-COPY SELLING AUTHOR

‘powerful and emotional family drama  
that packs a real punch.’ Heat

‘No one writes contemporary family dramas better  
than Amanda prowse.’ Daily Mail 
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July 2016
Fiction/historical * 228x145 mm * 416 pages
e 9781784975241 * hb 9781784975258 £14.99 * Xtpb 9781784975265 £14.99
rights: UK, commonwealth

Six years after the battle for Rome, the truce between the two emperors has 
failed and Aurelius Castus is again in the frontline.

The truce between Constantine, emperor in Rome, and Licinius, emperor of the 
east, has failed and Aurelius Castus is in the frontline once more. He is ordered 

to take command of the military forces of one of the western provinces now 
forming the domain of Constantine’s teenage son, Caesar. 

But trouble looms on every side, both at home in his difficult marriage and on 
the battlefield, where he must decide once and for all whose side he is on. Will 

he back the pro-Christian emperors Constantine and Crispus? or lead an  
insurrection against them, back to the old gods and the old ways?

IAN RoSS has been researching and writing about the later Roman world  
and its army for over a decade. Visit his website: www.ianjamesross.com,  

or find him on twitter: @IanRossAuthor.                        

coM
M

andeR oF the FRontieR / ian Ross

CONN IGGULDEN: 
‘Hugely enjoyable. The author winds up tension  

into an explosion of fast-paced events.’

FOR WINTER NIGHTS:
‘Thoroughly exhilarating and utterly thrilling… A fascinating 
period in Roman history, which Ian Ross dramatizes very well 

indeed, not least because of the enormously likeable tour de force 
caught slap bang in the middle of it – Aurelius Castus.’ 

BEN KANE: 
‘A thumping good read... Set in a little-known era  
of the Roman Empire, it throws us headfirst into a  

chaotic world in which emperors rise and fall,  
fortunes change and a man does not know who to trust.’

THE BOOKBAG: 
‘Aurelius Castus burst onto the historical fiction scene  

with a series panache rarely seen this early… Ross should train 
other authors in how to seamlessly combine research with  

momentum; he makes a fine art of it.’

M.C. SCOTT:  
‘Ian Ross blazes into the world of empire and legions.  

This is up there with Harry Sidebottom and Ben Kane.’

BBC HISTORY:  
‘Hugely exciting, the first in a gripping sequence  

of books about a period often overlooked by novelists.’
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July 2016
Fiction/thriller * 228x145 mm * 352 pages
e 9781784971199 * hb 9781784971205 £18.99 * Xtpb 9781784977436 £14.99
rights: world, all languages

A twisty drama of power, rivalry and betrayal, first in a new series of smart  
women’s fiction set in the glamorous, pressurised world of a London TV station.

Liz Lyon is Head of Features at StoryWorld TV. It’s exhilarating and sometimes 
glamorous work, but as a single mother with a demanding career, her  

life is a constant balancing act.

Then simmering tensions erupt at the station, trapping Liz in a game of one-
upmanship where she doesn’t know the rules. As the power struggle begins,  

can Liz keep her cool and keep her job? Does she even want to?

JANE LYTHELL worked as a television producer and commissioning editor  
before becoming Deputy Director of the BFI and Chief Executive of BAFTA. 

This is the first title in the StoryWorld series, and is inspired by her own  
experiences working in the world of television. 

w
oM

an oF the hoUR / Jane lythell

‘Fascinating, clever, thrilling... the author’s real  
skill is to invent memorable original characters.’  

DAILY MAIL

‘told in spare, powerful language...  
a stellar psychological thriller.’  

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

‘a cleverly-constructed thriller... Just when you think  
you understand it, the landscape changes completely.’  

DAILY EXPRESS 

‘a very credible portrait of obsession to the point of madness...  
a clever, involving first novel.’

LITERARY REVIEW

‘Gripping and readable, but behind the adventure the plot 
 hints at bigger, more complex questions about our society.’  

SCOTSMAN
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rights: world english language excluding Usa

the death oF all thinGs  seen / M
ichael collins

From the Booker-shortlisted Irish author, what happens when the world is 
forced to face up to the mistakes of the past?

Helen price, recently diagnosed with cancer, drives into a lake, setting in chain 
a series of events that culminates in the arrival of a letter with news of a strange 

legacy. In Chicago, Helen’s son, playwright Norman price, is facing a major crisis 
that will engulf everything – his work, his sexuality, his life. Meanwhile, in Can-
ada, Nate Feldman is learning the truth about his father and the figure he knew 
as the other Woman – and facing the implications of his unwanted inheritance. 

Set in Chicago, in the fallout from the financial meltdown of 2008, this is a 
deeply moving novel about complex identities and the fragility of humanity.

MICHAEL CoLLINS is an award-winning Irish author. His novels The Meat 
Eaters and The Keeper’s of the Truth were shortlisted for the Booker prize. He has 

been awarded the prix Littéraire Lucien Barrière and the pushcart Award. 

i wRite to UndeRstand the world. 
The Keepers of Truth, written while 
i was a programmer at Microsoft, 
was an ode to the industrial age 
of the midwest of america. in The 
Death of All Things Seen, i could 
say i have returned to the midwest, 
seeking answers to the financial 
crash in the post-industrial age of 
runaway capital markets. if in the 
earlier novel i sought the truth, this 
time i’m less sanguine. and yet, the 
novel makes a case for hope.

at its heart, though, it’s a road 
novel. we are most human when  
we live through a shared experience.

Michael collins

BooKeR-shoRtlisted
Michael collins

‘everywhere you look in collins’s 
prose, there is a dazzling image, 
almost tangible in its force.’  
Sunday Telegraph
 
‘a style so arrestingly visual it  
hijacks the reader’s concentration.’  
Independent
 
‘Readers should be grateful to  
collins. he is a stylist, blessed  
with the gift of having something 
worth saying well.’  
Scotsman
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‘Every poet should buy a copy  
of this book to keep on their  

bookshelves. And, when the occasion 
arises, they should throw it at  

the cynic who may try to ignore  
or demean them.’ 
INDEPENDENT

‘Engagingly knockabout...  
enjoyable stuff.’  
SPECTATOR

‘Exhilarating... informed and  
deeply engaging... difficult to  
imagine a better introduction  

to its subject.’
WASHINGTON POST

A lively and accessible account of the lives and works of the great greek poets  
by the acclaimed poet and critic Michael Schmidt.

The First Poets brings to life the great greek poets who gave our poetic tradition 
its first bearings and whose works have had an enduring influence on our  

literature and our imagination. 

Starting with the legendary orpheus and the possibly mythical Homer, Schmidt 
conjures a host of our literary forebears. From Hipponax, ‘the dirty old man  

of poetry’, to Theocritus, the father of pastoral; from Sappho, who threw herself 
from a cliff for love, to Hesiod, who claimed a visit from the Muses – the  

stories in The First Poets masterfully merge fact and conjecture into  
animated and compelling portraits of our cultural ancestors.

MICHAEL SCHMIDT is the founder of Carcanet press and the general editor 
of PN Review. He was also the Writer in Residence at St John’s, Cambridge.

the FiRst Poets / M
ichael schM

idt
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non Fiction/anthology * 240x170 mm * 512 pages

e 9781784974572 * hb 9781784974589 £20.00 
rights: world, english language

In April 2015, catastrophic earthquakes left Nepal devastated. over 7,000  
people lost their lives and more than twice as many were injured. Hundreds  

of thousands were made homeless and UNESCo World Heritage sites  
were destroyed. House of Snow is an anthology compiled to raise money for  

charities providing relief from the 2015 earthquakes.

House of Snow is the biggest, most comprehensive and most beautiful  
collection of writing about Nepal in print. It includes over 50 excerpts of fiction 

and non fiction inspired by the breathtaking landscapes and rich cultural  
heritage of this fascinating country. 

Here are explorers and mountaineers, poets and political journalists, national 
treasures and international stars such as Michael palin and Jon krakauer, Laxmi 
prasad Devkota and ManjushreeThapa – all hand-picked by well-known authors 

and scholars of Nepali literature including Samrat Upadhyay, Michael Hutt, 
Isabella Tree and Thomas Bell.

hoUse oF snow

Foreword by Sir Ranulph Fiennes

Introduction by Ed Douglas 

All profits from the book’s sales will be donated to  
charities providing relief from the 2015 earthquakes.  

 
*
 

THoUSANDS oF YEARS Ago, in legend and reality, the kathmandu Valley 
was a lake, coursing with serpents. The stories describing it may be a memory 

passed down over numberless generations, from the unknown people who 
left stone tools on the shore. The clays of the ancient lakebed were laid down, 

between sandy and gravelly horizons, and mingled with minerals from the 
neighbouring hills. The red earth is used by some castes to paint the outside of 
their houses.‘Sky-coloured earth’, found in the banks of a few streams, was used 
by women to wash their hair. Three different types of clay are used in successive 
coatings, mixed with cow dung and rice husks, to mould copper statues of the 
gods. Brick- and tile-makers find their clay in their own fields. After the harvest 

the soil is quarried, packed into moulds and dried before firing. In the next 
planting season the field can be sown again, and its level will be a metre lower.

Until recently the term “Nepal” applied only to this lush basin of rice fields,  
250 square miles, ringed by green hills, with the white peaks of the Himalaya 

strung across the northern horizon. “A lovelier spot than this the heart  
of man could scarce desire,” wrote Sir Henry Lawrence, a British official  
posted there in the 1840s. The moderate climate and rich soils yielded  

three crops a year and made kathmandu the greatest cradle of  
urban civilization in the Himalaya.

– from Kathmandu by Thomas Bell
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august 2016
non Fiction / trains & Railways * 234x153 mm * 224 pages
e 9781784970840 * hb 9781784978334 £16.99 
territories: woRld * rights: Us, large Print, audio

august 2016
non Fiction / trains & Railways * 234x153 mm * 608 pages

e 9781784972714 * hb 9781784978327 £25.00 
territories: woRld XUsa * rights: large Print, audio

A vivid, witty and caustic view of the dying days of the golden age of rail,  
from a British Railways insider.

gerard Fiennes became a railwayman by accident, joining the L.N.E.R as a  
Traffic Apprentice in 1928. over the next four decades he worked himself up  

to the top of the management tree. When he got there, he knew the service was 
ripe for a revolution and he believed he was the man to lead it. I Tried to Run a 
Railway is the book that got Fiennes sacked from British Railways as he reveals 

what happens when non-railwaymen tried to run the railway.

Wolmar’s Railway Library is a collection of the world’s finest railway books  
personally selected by award-winning writer Christian Wolmar, Britain’s  

leading railway expert.  

gERARD FIENNES was a railway manager, publisher and author. Fiennes 
spent 40 years working on the railways and wrote extensively on them.

The magnificent saga of how the white man changed Africa: the pioneers,  
visionaries and politicians – and their crazy railway.

In 1895, george Whitehouse arrived at the east African post of Mombasa  
to perform an engineering miracle: the building of the Mombasa-Nairobi-Lake  

Victoria Railway – a 600-mile route that was largely unmapped and barely  
explored. The Lunatic Express explores the building of this great railway in  
an earlier Africa of slave and ivory empires, of tribal monarchs and the  

vast lands that they ruled.

Wolmar’s Railway Library is a collection of the world’s finest railway books  
personally selected by award-winning writer Christian Wolmar, Britain’s  

leading railway expert. 

CHARLES MILLER was an author and journalist. His titles include An Enter-
tainment in Imperialism, Battle for the Bundu and The First World War in East Africa. 

      i tRied to RUn a Railw
ay / GeRaRd Fiennes

      the lUnatic eXPRess / chaRles M
illeR
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Cixin Liu’s epic, award-winning trilogy concludes with Death’s End.

Half a century after the Doomsday Battle, the uneasy balance of Dark Forest  
Deterrence keeps the Trisolaran invaders at bay. Earth enjoys unprecedented 
prosperity due to the infusion of Trisolaran knowledge. With human science 
advancing and the Trisolarans adopting Earth culture, it seems that the two  
civilizations can co-exist peacefully as equals without the terrible threat of  

mutually assured annihilation. But peace has also made humanity complacent.

Cheng Xin, an aerospace engineer from the 21st century, awakens from hiber-
nation in this new age. She brings knowledge of a long-forgotten program dating 
from the start of the Trisolar Crisis, and her presence may upset the delicate bal-
ance between two worlds. Will humanity reach for the stars or die in its cradle?

CIXIN LIU is China’s number one science fiction writer. prior to becoming  
a writer, he worked as an engineer in a power plant in Yangquan.

death’s end / ciXin liU

‘a breakthrough book… a unique 
blend of scientific and philosophical 

speculation, politics and history, 
conspiracy theory and cosmology, where kings 
and emperors from both western and chinese 

history mingle in a dreamlike game world, 
while cops and physicists deal with global 

conspiracies, murders, and alien 
invasions in the real world.’ 

george r.r. martin

the final instalment in  
the 2015 hugo award  

winning trilogy from china’s  
#1 bestselling sF author

one of mark Zuckerberg’s  
12 picks for a year of books

one of four novels on barack  
obama’s winter reading list
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the sisteRs oF st cRoiX / diney costeloe

A gripping story of love, death and danger in Nazi-occupied France from the 
bestselling author of The Throwaway Children.

When Adelaide Anson-gravetty finds out her father is not the man who raised 
her, she is both shocked and intrigued. Determined to find out more about her 
new family, she travels to the convent of our Lady of Mercy in France to meet 

her aunt, the Reverend Mother.

But when France falls to the german army, Adelaide and the nuns are  
soon in the thick of a war that threatens both their beliefs and their lives.  
Collaborating with the Resistance, sheltering Jewish orphans, defying the  
rulings of Vichy France: these are dangerous activities in dangerous times. 

DINEY CoSTELoE is the bestselling author of The Throwaway Children,  
The Girl with No Name, The Lost Soldier and The Runaway Family. She divides  

her time between Somerset and West Cork.                        

9 September 1937

ADELAIDE ANSoN-gRAVETTY DRIFTED 
awake with the feeling that today something 
special was going to happen. And then she 

remembered. Today she was twenty-one. Today 
she was an adult and could decide things for 

herself. Today was the beginning of the rest of 
her life. Today, though she didn’t yet know it, 
her life was going to be turned upside down.
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An epic historical adventure set during the South African Boer War  
from the bestselling author of Master of War. 

Dublin 1899. Lawyer Joseph Radcliffe and his black American comrade Benj-
amin pierce were ‘Buffalo Soldiers’ in the Civil War and the Indian Wars; now 

Radcliffe defends the toughest cases in a troubled city. But in South Africa a war 
rages between the British and the Boers and, after an argument with his father, 

Joseph’s son Edward runs away to join the Irish forces there.
 

When Edward is captured and held as a spy, Radcliffe and pierce – a black man 
in a white man’s war – set off to find him and bring him home. In the harsh 

South African terrain, the old soldiers find their survival skills tested to the hilt 
in this epic tale of heroism and treachery, love and loyalty.

DAVID gILMAN enjoyed many careers, including firefighter, paratrooper and 
photographer, before turning to writing full time. 

the last hoRseM
an / david GilM

an

‘Page turning... this is a gritty book,  
sparing nothing in its descriptions of  

the realities of medieval warfare.’  
daily Mail

‘i see flashes of brilliance that  
surpass Bernard cornwell.’  

BooKBaG

‘Gilman does heart-pounding  
action superlatively.’ 

the tiMes

a new historical adventure From the  
author oF the master oF war series
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From million-copy-bestseller Eric Van Lustbader, a new series featuring  
Red Rover, the blackest of Black ops teams.            

Red Rover is finished – betrayed on a mission to capture and interrogate a  
mysterious Saudi deep in the Arabian desert. one of the team was killed, the 

remaining two barely escaped alive. Now, the unit has been shut down and greg 
Whitman and Felix orteño are left adrift, wondering what went wrong. Into 

their midst comes Charlize Daou, a brilliant, wildly talented arms expert, who 
becomes the reason – and supplies the means – to resurrect their mission. 

  
Together, they secretly set out to find the Saudi, and take first step into the heart 

of a vast, ancient conspiracy that could forever rearrange the balance of power 
across the globe.

ERIC VAN LUSTBADER is the author of twenty-five international bestsellers, 
including the three most recent Jason Bourne novels. www.ericvanlustbader.com   
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SEpTEMBER, AND THE DoNEgAL countryside already turned 
to autumn. The summer just past had been warm and wet, and the 

hedgerows and verges had become heavy with growth. But the grasses 
were fading and bleaching with the season: and now, late in the after-
noon, they were bowed and dripping with a day’s rain. In the ditch,  

a stream gurgled on its way downhill towards the lough. The rain  
had lately stopped and the sky was clearing from the west: a pale, 

clean blue and the air cool and fresh. 

And there was Christine Casey, aged eight, cycling home slowly from 
school. There was no hurry this evening. Dinner would be a little 

later than usual: her mum had a meeting to go to in town.  
So Christine was cycling slowly.

patrick Jackson saw all this. He watched the scene unfold from  
behind closed eyelids. Today, a weakening autumn sun was shining 
through the window onto his bed, onto the sky-blue counterpane, 
onto hard, white walls, onto his loose skin and prominent cheek-

bones. It shone onto the translucent skin on his eyelids, and turned 
his vision into a screen, a wash of dusty pink. But in his mind the 
scene was harshly lit and immediate: and he was following the girl 

along the lane that was dim and dripping and  
shaggy with a summer’s growth.

A haunting debut set in the harsh, beautiful landscape of Ireland’s north coast.

patrick Jackson lies on his deathbed in Derry and recalls a family  
history marked by secrecy and silence, and a striking absence of conventional 

pieties. He remembers the death of an eight-year-old girl, whose body was found 
on reclaimed land called Inch Levels on the shoreline of Lough Swilly. And  
he is visited by his beloved but troubled sister Margaret and by his despised  

brother-in-law Robert, and by Sarah, his hard, unchallengeable mother. 
 

Each of them could talk about events in the past that might explain the  
bleakness of their relationships, but leaving things unsaid has become a way of 
life. guilt and memory beat against them, as shock waves from bombs in Derry 
travel down the river to shake the windows of those who have escaped the city.

NEIL HEgARTY was born in Derry and studied English at Trinity College 
Dublin. He wrote the authorised biography of David Frost and The Story of Ireland. 

inch levels / neil heGaRty
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All that was dead will rise. All that now lives will fall.  
The final, epic battle for the Lands of Ro.

The dead god is waking. His power-mad priestess has deployed a mass  
of men and beasts onto the plains of Ro Weir. Faced with this black swarm,  

the last remnants of a nation crumbles and falls. This is the final battle  
for the mortal lands of Ro. 

Far to the north, the ice men of Rowanoco muster their Exemplars against the 
witch’s assassins. In the blistering southern deserts, a squire with no master 

walks unscathed through a poisoned city. And, in the halls beyond the world,  
a thrice-born man dares to tread the path of giants...

A.J. SMITH spent twelve years devising the chronicles of The Long War.  
When not living in the Lands of Ro, he works in secondary education.

the w
oRld Raven / a.J. sM

ith

‘Here, story is king. Deftly sidesteps fantasy cliché  
and thrusts you towards the next instalment.’ SFX

‘The tale of a world ruled by evil sorceresses is bloody, 
swearful and utterly compelling. Wonderfully throat-grabbing. 

If you only read one fantasy series this year, A.J. Smith is 
definitely your go-to guy.’ THE BOOKBAG

‘The pantheon of otherworldly beings is striking, and there’s 
a Lovecraftian touch, too. Sieges, catapults, battles, longswords, 
beheadings a-plenty, profanity and bloody mayhem. Brilliant.’ 

SFFWORLD

‘Ambitious, engrossing and positively action-packed. 
What a world it is! There are the rebellious Freelands of 

Ranen, the pseudo-civilised sprawl of Ro below, and across 
the kirin Ridge, bleak, mysterious karesia. I’d heartily 

recommend this.’ TOR.COM

‘Tremendous. A defined, intense story, the world  
and plot are wide-ranging, with a large cast, in which  

no character is safe... A great triumph.’ 
PARMENION BOOKS

THE FINAL INSTALMENT oF
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Dame Edna Everage, Australia’s most famous export, tells the history  
of her homeland in 100 objects.

It is very rare that we see the emergence of a completely original idea in the 
world of books. Dame Edna Everage’s masterly history of Australian civilization 
is one such idea, and, possums, you will never think of historical writing in the 
same way again. From barbies to bex powders, bogans to feral koalas, thongs to 
uggs and goon to Nellie Melba, this is the most important book of Australian 

history you will read this year.

DAME EDNA EVERAgE is the megastar housewife, talk show host,  
investigative journalist, social anthropologist, chanteuse, satirist, spin  

doctor – and author. one of the world’s most distinguished thinkers and  
cultural personalities, Dame Edna has inspired generations of Australian  

artists and icons, from germaine greer and peter Carey to  
kylie Minogue and Shane Warne.

ednaPedia / daM
e edna eveRaGe

‘From our dainty gum nuts and towering uluru to our world-class 
sharks and opera house, marauding possums and poets, taking  
in game-changing inventions such as the dual-flush toilet and  
zinc cream, you will be amazed at what our sunburnt country  

has contributed to modern civilization.’ 
 

boomerang
the boomerang is a wooden instrument shaped like a boomerang. 
it is a missile which our wonderful indigenous people have been 

trying to get rid of for millennia. and without any success, since it 
has a nasty habit of whizzing back to the aboriginal who has been 

trying to dispose of it. in its flight it can seriously maim a large 
grazing marsupial.

 
i have never disclosed this before, but it is just possible that in 
the far distant past, one of my ancestors was a member of the 

indigenous community – perhaps the mooneewarra tribe. so i like 
to say, without risk of successful contradiction, that i have a little 
aborigine in me. in my case, the aboriginal part of me can throw 

a boomerang but, with my anglo-saxon roots, it never ever comes 
back. it is no surprise, then, that one of my favourite pop tunes 
is mr charlie drake’s moving ‘my boomerang won’t come back’ 

(google it possums, i haven’t got room for it here.) 
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pRAISE FoR SIMoN BARNES 
 
‘one of the most compulsively readable,
astoundingly compendious and endlessly
thrilling natural histories ever written...  
This is a book that I will treasure for ever.’
Stephen Fry  
 
‘Barnes has a wonderful knowledge of wildlife 
and a gift for bringing his enthusiasm to life – 
He has a deft turn of phrase and a lyrical style.’ 
Rosie Boycott 
 
‘Most of us can see, but not everyone looks. 
Most of us can hear, but not everyone listens. 
This book will help you do both. And, above 
all, it will tell you how to enjoy.’ Bill oddie 
 
‘I can think of few nature writers who have
worked harder to acquaint us with the unloved, 
the neglected and completely unknown.’  
Mark Cocker, The Spectator 
 
‘Reading Barnes’s prose is a bit like peeling  
a rather elegant onion, as he gradually reveals  
secrets about his life through the medium of 
the natural world.’ BBC Wildlife Magazine 
 
‘An epic journey... Dizzying natural history 
explored in all its marvellous, madcap majesty.’ 
Daily Express 
 
‘A gem... All day, I’ve been fighting the urge to 
drop everything so I can devour this eloquent 
book in one sitting... exquisite.’ Guardian

‘He’ll tune your ears to winter’s lonely voices 
– robins, wrens, long-tailed tits – before prepar-
ing you for the exultant sounds of spring.’  
The Times

A gloriously informative celebration of birds from a bestselling author.

What can birds tells us about life? How do they achieve the miracle of flight? 
Why do they sing? Whether musing on the usefulness of feathers, the drama of  
raptors, or the infidelities of geese, Simon Barnes illuminates with wit, wisdom 

and wonder the extraordinary natural history of birds. 

From the mocking-birds of the galápagos who guided Charles Darwin towards 
his evolutionary theory, to changing patterns of migration that alert us to the 
reality of climate change, Simon Barnes explores both the intrinsic wonder of 

what it is to be a feathered creature and the myriad ways in which birds  
help us understand the world. 

SIMoN BARNES is the multi-award-winning former chief sportswriter for The 
Times. He is also a novelist, nature writer and horseman, and the author of over 

20 books, including the bestselling How to be a Bad Birdwatcher.

the w
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the BlacK PRince / M
ichael Jones

A major new biography of England’s greatest medieval warrior, the Black prince.

As a child he was given his own suit of armour; in 1346, aged 16, he helped defeat 
the French at Crécy; ten years later he captured the king of France at poitiers. For 
the chronicler Jean Froissart, he was ‘the flower of all chivalry’; for his medieval 

biographer the Chandos Herald, he was ‘the embodiment of all valour’. 

Edward of Woodstock, heir of Edward III of England, better known as ‘the Black 
prince’, was England’s pre-eminent military leader during the first phase of the 

Hundred Years War. Michael Jones brings to life his dramatic and  
powerful story to paint a memorable portrait of warfare and society  

in the tumultuous fourteenth century.

MICHAEL JoNES is a writer and battlefield tour guide. He is co-author, with 
philippa gregory and David Baldwin, of The Women of the Cousins’ War and, 

with philippa Langley, of The King’s Grave: The Search for Richard III.

‘This noble prince of whom I speak, from the day  
of his birth cherished no thought but loyalty,  

nobleness, valour, and goodness, and was endued  
with prowess. of such nobleness was the prince that 

he wished all the days of his life to set his whole intent 
on maintaining justice and right, and therein was he 

nurtured from his childhood up; from his generous and 
noble disposition he drew the doctrine of bounty, for 

gaiety and nobleness were in his heart perfectly from the 
first beginnings of his life and youth. Now, is it full time 

that I address myself to carrying forward my matter,  
how he was so noble, bold, and valiant, so courteous 

and so sage, and how he loved so well the holy Church 
with his whole heart, and, above all, the most lofty  

Trinity; its festival and solemnity he began to celebrate 
from the first days of his youth and upheld it all his  

life zealously, without evil thought.’

Chandos Herald, Life of the Black Prince
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Nine women; one poet – who was mad, bad and very, very dangerous to know.

The women were Catherine Byron, Lady Caroline Lamb, Annabella Milbanke, 
Augusta Leigh, Claire Clairmont, Mary Shelley, Teresa guiccioli, Ada Lovelace 

and Elizabeth Medora Leigh. The poet was george gordon, Lord Byron.  
The most flamboyant of the Romantics, Byron wrote literary bestsellers, was  

a satirist of genius and embodied the Romantic love of liberty – he also  
treated women abominably. 

By turns scurrilous, moving and shocking, Byron’s Women views the  
life of one of England’s greatest poets through the prism of nine women  

whose lives he damaged.

ALEXANDER LARMAN is the author of Blazing Star, a much-praised biography 
of Byron’s forerunner in scandal and infamy, the 2nd Earl of Rochester. He is  

also a freelance journalist, who has written for the TLS and the Guardian.

ByRon’s w
oM

en / aleXandeR laRM
an

praise for  
Blazing Star: The Life and Times  
of John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester 

‘A rich, witty and erudite biography  
from a brilliant new voice in  
English history.’ Dan Jones

‘Insightful and illuminating...  
Blazing Star is engagingly partisan and  

elegantly informative.’ The Times

‘An informative and enlightening  
biography.’ The Sunday Times

‘It is delightful to read a life of Rochester 
which allows the reader to put his  

astonishing poetry in the context of the 
seedy, gaudy, dazzling, sordid, precarious 

Restoration court... Blazing Star  
is a very accomplished debut.’  

Scotland on Sunday
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The president of Ireland since 2011, when he was elected by a final tally of  
almost 57% of the votes, Michael D. Higgins has used his time in office to set 

out a vision of what he calls ‘an ethical Republic’. 

In a series of remarkable and urgent speeches, which are anything but the bland 
commentaries of a ceremonial head of state, Michael D. Higgins has urged his fel-
low citizens to consider what makes the good life. He has asked how human rights, 
an active and empowered citizenry, women’s equality and the right to health and 
a life free of corrosive anxiety might be achieved. He has highlighted the plight of 
refugees. And he has criticised the ways in which work is becoming dehumanised.

MICHAEL D. HIggINS has been a university teacher, a broadcaster, a  
published poet and a member of both houses of the Irish legislature. He was 

Minister for Arts, Culture and the gaeltacht from 1993 to 1997. Born in  
Limerick, he was educated at University College galway, where he later taught 
sociology and political science. He was a Labour TD for galway for many years. 

oUR CITIzENS ARE ANXIoUS for a vision of where we are  
heading as a society. Too many of them live in an atmosphere of  
unabated stress, dealing with financial circumstances that curtail  

their horizon and constrict them to a regime that is one of survival.

The invitation to view the world as rational, calculating utility  
maximisers, has inflicted deep injuries on our moral imaginations,  

on the way we conceive our relations to others, to the future,  
and to our shared planet.

It is essential that work, in all its facets and in its essence as a shared 
human activity, be given a central place in the discussion of the  

values by which we, as a community, wish to live. The question of 
‘good work’ within the broader frame of ‘the good life’ is one  

of the defining issues of our time.

A true republic must be built on principles and policies that  
recognise the common welfare, and which place the ideas of  
community and public at the centre, rejecting the limitations  

of a narrow and individualistic concept of citizenship.

MICHAEL D. HIggINS

w
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A fascinating portrait of life in Britain in 1657, as Cromwell’s protectorate  
stuttered towards its inevitable end.

Dismissed as a puritanical aberration in England’s history, the Interregnum is 
often ignored in favour of the Civil War and the turmoil and flamboyance of 
the Restoration. But paul Lay reveals the protectorate as an era of remarkable 

intellectual and political ferment, a time when new religious and political ideas 
were tested and the foundations of modern British democracy were laid.

A Kingdom Without a King also traces the events of a remarkable year, from the 
Levellers’ plot to assassinate the Lord protector to Cromwell’s rejection of  

the offer of the crown.

pAUL LAY is the editor of History Today. He sits on the advisory boards of  
the Institute of Historical Research and the History and policy unit at  

king’s College London. 

a KinGdoM
 w

ithoUt a KinG / PaUl lay

I rise up to acquaint you with the discovery of a late 
heinous plot, which is in part discovered, and we are 
in pursuit of the rest. The place where that design 

was hatched is Flanders, a place fit for such  
designs of assassination, at the Spanish court there. 
Two parties are in it, the old malignant, and the 
leveling party. It is carried on by one Sexby there.

John Thurloe, Cromwell’s spymaster,  
informs parliament of Edward Sexby’s and 
Miles Sindercombe’s plot to assassinate the  

Lord protector, 19th January 1657.
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katie Maguire goes undercover in the new gripping and gruesome thriller from 
number one international bestseller graham Masterton.  

DS katie Maguire is at a loss. Last year, she and her team destroyed the biggest 
drug trafficker in Cork. So how is the city’s drug trade at an all-time high?  

Meanwhile, a spate of violent attacks which leave victims severely disabled has 
brought confidence in the garda to an all-time low.

As katie investigates, she realises that the two cases might be connected.  
Someone is using brain-damaged victims to smuggle drugs into the country.  

And the only way to find out more is to go in undercover...  

gRAHAM MASTERToN trained as a newspaper reporter before beginning 
a career as an author. After twenty-five years writing horror and thrillers, he 

turned his talent to crimewriting. The first book in the katie Maguire Series, 
White Bones, was a top-ten bestseller. 

livinG death / GRahaM
 M

asteRton

‘one of this country’s most exciting crime novelists… what marks 
masterton’s skill is his assured touch for victims confronted  

by unspeakable violence and ds maguire herself, who remains  
compellingly human. if you have not read one, read them all now.’  

daily mail

‘a first-class crime novelist... written with style and boasting a story  
that won’t let you stop reading, this is a first-class thriller with some 

juicy horror touches.’ booKlist

‘Katie maguire deserves to be recognized as standing toe-to-toe with  
the best detectives in the genre today. any fan of mysteries should  

not hesitate to grab this book.’ irish eXaminer

‘graham masterton is a natural storyteller with a unique gift for  
turning the mundane into the terrifyingly real... this is compulsive 

reading and Katie maguire is someone we can all cheer for.’  
new yorK Journal oF booKs
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A bittersweet, gorgeously written novel about a young girl with an abusive past 
growing up in the majestic landscape of South Africa.

poppy was six years old when she was rescued from her abusive mother and  
taken to her grandparents’ farm to recover. There, under a wide South African 
sky, poppy succumbs to the magic of their garden. Slowly, her memories fade 

and her wounds begin to heal.

But as poppy grows up into a strange, fierce and beautiful young woman, her 
childhood memories start to surface. And then a love affair with a married  
carpenter across the valley explodes her world. This is a lush, lyrical novel  

 about a young girl’s struggle to come to terms with her past.

MIRANDA SHERRY was seven when she began writing stories. She lives in 
Johannesburg and is the author of Black Dog Summer (Head of zeus, 2013).

Bone M
eal FoR Roses / M

iRanda sheRRy

‘a family story of love and jealousy...  
a fabulous debut.’ the tiMes

‘Magical... the story is unwrapped layer by layer  
and sherry cuts to the quick of her characters.’  

daily Mail 

‘Beautifully written, profoundly moving.’  
iRish eXaMineR

‘Brings back memories of the lovely Bones...  
a powerful, emotional page-turner.’ hello 

‘the story gathers tension and gallops towards an  
unexpected and riveting last quarter. tightly woven  

and richly rewarding.’ caPe tiMes 

‘sherry’s novel fairly vibrates with tension... a hauntingly 
beautiful tale from a writer to watch.’ KiRKUs

‘this tale of grief is sensitive and thoughtful...  
exquisitely told and poignant.’  

the lady
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A cleverly constructed epic crime novel, told through six different murder cases 
set over fifty years in the Hong kong police Force.

The year is 2013, and Inspector kwan, one of Hong kong’s greatest detectives, is 
dying. His friend and protegé, Detective Lok, has come to kwan’s hospital bed. 

Together they must solve one last case: the murder of a local billionaire. 

What follows is a brilliantly constructed novel of six interconnected stories, 
each featuring a different murder case solved by kwan and Lok over the last fifty 
years. Eventually, in the final story, we witness the case in which Lok, a rookie 

cop, met kwan for the first time. 

CHAN Ho-kEI was raised in Hong kong. He has won the Mystery Writers  
of Taiwan Award and his debut novel, The Man Who Sold the World, won  
the 2011 Soji Shimada, the biggest mystery award in the Chinese world.  

Translator JEREMY TIANg is a playwright and short story writer. 

the BoRRow
ed / chan ho-Kei

this is an intricate, gripping and  
clever book, from an author who has 
been awarded the most significant  

chinese-language crime award, the soji 
shimada. the Borrowed is the moving 

story of two men, told through six stories 
following the conventions of detective 
fiction. it is also the story of the city  

of hong Kong as it journeys from colonial 
government to chinese rule. But it is so 
much more than the sum of its parts.  
the Borrowed shines as a sweeping,  
ambitious crime drama that offers  

startling insight into one of the most 
dazzling cities of the Far east.
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SIMoN DE MoNTFoRT, AFTER the siege of Bram, blinded 
over a hundred knights, leaving one man with a single eye 

whose task it was to lead his mutilated companions to Cabaret, 
the next château in the valley. I decided to write the imaginary 

story of that single knight, who survives two sieges, loses an 
arm and an eye and ends up in Montaillou, where he marries 

the châtelaine, Beatrice de planisolles. Cathar is the story of his 
journeys, his loves and the conflict between staying alive and 

remaining faithful to the Cathar religion.
 

CHRISTopHER BLAND
 

From the author of Ashes in the Wind:

‘A tremendous achievement.’ Melvyn Bragg

‘Captured the atmosphere of those ruined  
Ascendancy houses beautifully.’ Robert Harris

‘Bland’s writing is lyrical and often  
beautifully descriptive.’ The Times

A brilliant and moving novel set in the world of thirteenth-century  
Cathar France.

Set in a world made familiar to readers through kate Mosse’s great bestseller, 
Labyrinth, this beautiful historical novel is a saga of heroism and heartbreak,  
as a young Cathar believer loses his aristocratic inheritance and becomes a  

fugitive from the Inquisition.

During the 12th and 13th centuries, the Cathars in southwest France posed 
such a threat to Roman Catholicism, that the Inquisition was tasked to destroy 

every single one of them. Francois de Beaufort will lose the castle which is his in-
heritance, be horribly maimed in battle, see the woman he loves imprisoned and 
tortured for her faith. But he vows to fight back, to survive – and to rescue her.

CHRISTopHER BLAND is a former Chairman of the BBC, BT and the RSC. 
His first novel, Ashes in the Wind, was published by Head of zeus in 2014.

cathaR / chRistoPheR Bland
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‘Darn good... Luke Scull has a very distinct style  
and an imagination bursting with intriguing ideas.’ 

Mark Lawrence
 

‘If you like your gizzards glistening and  
your mages mean, this rollicking debut 

will suit… hugely enjoyable.’ 
Daily Mailseptember 2016

Fiction/Fantasy * 228x145 mm * 480 pages
e 9781781851623 * hb 9781781851593 £18.99 * Xtpb 9781781851609 £14.99

rights: UK, commonwealth

The final instalment in the critically-acclaimed grim Company trilogy.

The Age of Ruin is near complete: in the far North the Nameless stirs beneath 
the Spine Mountains and demonspawn push ever southwards; from the West 

the Fade have returned, vowing to purge the realm of humankind; and an  
ancient weapon, forged in the godswar, has once again been unleashed  

to ravage the land.

Weakened by in-fighting, the surviving Magelords are unable – or unwilling  
– to use their power to defend humanity. The last spark of hope rests with  
the surviving members of the grim Company: Davarus Cole, Brodar kane  

and Eremul the Halfmage.

LUkE SCULL is the lead designer at game design company ossian Studios. 
He lives and works in Warminster. www.lukescull.com

dead M
an’s steel / lUKe scUll
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DCI Hanlon faces the toughest decision of her career as a string of political  
murders lead to a deadly confrontation.

   
A controversial, right-wing, german politician is due to speak at the oxford 

Union. Following a series of murders linked to a violent anarchist group, the city 
is on high alert. DCI Hanlon has been partnered with DI Huss to ensure the 

speech goes smoothly and put an end to the killing. 

The murders soon reveal a chilling alliance between the anarchists and  
European Jihadis. And when Hanlon traces the killer she soon realises that  

the truth has a terrible price. Is Hanlon willing to meet the cost?

ALEX HoWARD studied Arabic and Islamic History at oxford, and has 
worked in adult education. He is the author of Time To Die, Cold Revenge and  

A Hard Woman to Kill. Find out more at alexhowardcrime.com.

an incidental death / aleX how
aRd

SHE WAS STILL FEELINg quite calm,  
tranquil almost, but she could feel herself  

becoming light-headed. She wondered how 
much blood she had actually lost. She felt  

another warm trickle down her body.  
It seemed to be leaving her body in irregular 

bursts… She thought of Enver Demirel, 
 her fiancé. She thought of Hanlon; of her 

fierce attractive face. And she thought of the 
long road that had led here. To this place.  

To this death.
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The story of one of the best-loved and most widely performed works  
in the history of music.

In 1741, in just 24 days, the composer george Frideric Handel wrote an oratorio 
rich in tuneful arias and choruses of robust grandeur. Coolly received in early 

georgian London, after Handel’s death Messiah enjoyed an extraordinary surge 
in popularity: it was performed at festivals across England; other composers 

rushed to rearrange it; in the modern era it would be commercially recorded on  
more than 100 occasions.

This beautifully illustrated book is part of The Landmark Library, which celebrates 
the turning points of human history. Jonathan keates’s Messiah explores the  

composition and musical afterlife of Handel’s masterpiece.

JoNATHAN kEATES is a distinguished and prize-winning biographer, novelist 
and travel writer. He is the author of Handel: The Man and his Music.

M
essiah / Jonathan Keates

praise for Handel: The Man and his Music

‘Readers cannot go wrong if they choose keates’s account, 
which is always thoughtful and well-informed, and simmers 

with an unashamed passion for the music itself.’  
Sunday Telegraph

‘An 18th-century mix of pleasure and instruction... As well 
as having magisterial critical judgements, this is a book  

rich in dry humour and telling anecdote.’  
Spectator

‘The music is the thing and keates gives it full volume.’  
The Times

‘keates appraises his works with passionate scrutiny,  
capturing superbly the increasing solitude  

of Handel’s English years.’  
Sunday Times

‘Combines biographical and musicological analysis  
in a way that will appeal both to the general reader  

and the aficionado... a brilliantly lucid guide to  
Handel’s evolving art.’  

Independent
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Reviews for Behind The Mask: The Life of Vita Sackville-West, 
named by The Times, Independent and Observer as one of the 

biographies of the year. 
 
* 

‘Dennison is a natural storyteller, and his impeccable  
scholarship never weighs down his lively narrative.’  

Independent

‘He has brought it off superbly… It studies and reveals  
this extraordinary woman as well as could possibly be.  

A fine achievement.’ Susan Hill

‘Detailed and fascinating… Dennison shows true  
admiration for his latest subject… freshly chronicled here for 

the first time in more than 30 years.’ Daily Express

‘This carefully researched book is intelligently and elegantly 
written… balanced, oratorical and confident.’ Spectator

‘Brilliant… thorough and engaging.’ Daily Mail

The fascinating and inspiring story of the life of Beatrix potter published  
in her 150th anniversary year.

Beatrix potter’s animal tales have enchanted and delighted generations of  
children. Yet how she achieved literary success is just one of the several  

stories of Beatrix potter’s remarkable and unexpected life.
 

Inspired by the 23 ‘tales’, Matthew Dennison takes six quotations  
from potter’s stories and uses them to explore her multi-faceted life and  
character: repressed Victorian daughter; thwarted lover; artistic genius;  
formidable countrywoman. They chart her remarkable transformation  

from a young girl with a love of animals and fairy tales into  
a bestselling author and canny businesswoman.

MATTHEW DENNISoN is the author of Behind the Mask: The Life of Vita  
Sackville-West and The Last Princess: The Devoted Life of Queen Victoria’s Daughter. 

the tale oF BeatRiX PotteR / M
atthew

 dennison
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the tw
elve aPostles / tiM

 Pat cooGan

‘a strongly personal perspective on the irish 
century that followed the Rising – charting 
a flawed history that is marked as much by 

complacency, corruption and institutional and 
clerical abuse, as it is by the sacrifices and 

nation-building achievements of the Republic’s 
founding fathers.’ sunday independent on the 

1916: the Mornings after  
 

‘a very fine, provocative and intelligent book.’ 
irish Post on the troubles 

 
‘From the very first sentence, it grips as it  
horrifies. one would have to be extremely  

prejudiced to fail to be moved by it.’
irish times on on the Blanket 

 
‘a timely and courageous book.’
sunday times on Michael collins 

The story of the assassination squad that changed the course of Irish history.

Ireland, 1919. When Sinn Féin proclaims Dáil Éireann the parliament of the 
independent Irish Republic, London declares the new assembly to be illegal, and 
a vicious guerrilla war breaks out between republican and crown forces. Michael 
Collins, intelligence chief of the Irish Republican Army, creates an elite squad 
whose role is to assassinate British agents and undercover police. The so-called 

‘Twelve Apostles’ will create violent mayhem, culminating in the events of 
‘Bloody Sunday’ in November 1920.

Bestselling historian Tim pat Coogan not only tells the story of Collins’ squad, 
he also examines the remarkable intelligence network of which it formed a part, 

and which helped to bring the British government to the negotiating table. 

TIM pAT CoogAN is Ireland’s best-known historical writer. His 1990  
biography of Michael Collins rekindled interest in Collins and his era.
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‘This is how historical writing should be...  
the best history book I’ve read in a long time.’  

Alison Weir on The Temptation of Elizabeth Tudor 
 
–

ELIzABETH TUDoR, infant princess

CECILY BURBAgE, wet nurse and royal servant

ELIzABETH BoLEYN, lady-in-waiting, chaperone,  
mother of a queen

CATHERINE FENkYLL, draper and widow

ELIzABETH BARToN, peasant girl,  
living saint, prophetess

MARY HoWARD, teenage bride, court patron

ELIzABETH TUDoR, Virgin Queen of England

A revelatory portrait of the lives of queens and serving maids, nuns and harlots, 
widows and chaperones in England’s turbulent sixteenth century.

The Tudor period was an age when the death of women in childbirth and of 
children in infancy was widespread. Marriage was a legal contract, not a matter 

for love, and the education of women was minimal at best. Yet the sixteenth 
century was also dominated by powerful and characterful women in a way  

that no era of English history had been before.

Elizabeth Norton explores the seven ages of the Tudor woman, from childhood 
to old age, through the examples of women such as Elizabeth Tudor (Henry  

VIII’s sister who died in infancy); the wet nurse Cecily Burbage; Elizabeth Boleyn, 
mother of Anne; and Elizabeth Barton, a peasant girl lauded as a prophetess. 

ELIzABETH NoRToN is a historian of the queens of England and the Tudor 
period. She is the author of The Temptation of Elizabeth Tudor.

the lives oF tUdoR w
oM

en / elizaBeth noRton
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A unique special edition of Leo Tolstoy’s War and Peace,  
beautifully illustrated with rare colour drawings.

Head of zeus is issuing a unique edition of War and Peace, which will  
include over 300 colour and black-and-white illustrations. The drawings,  
by artist Alexander p. Apsit, originally appeared in the commemorative  

Russian edition of the novel, published in 1912 to celebrate the 100 year  
anniversary of the Battle of Borodino. These images will appear for the  

first time alongside the English translation by Louise Maude,  
which was the translation approved by Tolstoy himself.
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Blood Royal / hUGh Bicheno

The second volume of a rip-roaring, two-part history of England’s longest  
and bloodiest civil war.

England, 1462. The Yorkist Edward IV is king of England following his bloody 
victory at the Battle of Towton. His opponent, former Lancastrian king  

Henry VI, languishes in Scotland, exiled and deranged. But England’s agony  
is not yet over.

Edward soon alienates his backers by favouring the family of his wife, Elizabeth 
Woodville. He loses his chief supporter, Warwick ‘the kingmaker’, with dire 

consequences. Blood Royal describes successive Lancastrian attempts to overthrow 
the Yorkists, ending with Richard III’s death at Bosworth in 1485, the accession 

of Henry VII and the start of the Tudor dynasty. 

HUgH BICHENo is the author of Battle Royal: The Wars of Lancaster and York 
1440–1462 and Crescent and Cross: The Battle of Lepanto.

Those who went out with good horses and sound bodies brought home sorry 
nags and bandaged faces without noses etc. and wounded bodies, God have 

mercy on the miserable spectacle, but all men say that there was never  
in a hundred years a fiercer battle in England than this last Easter day  

as is aforewritten, may God henceforth grant us His eternal peace. 

gerhard van Wesel on the aftermath of the Battle of Barnet, 1471 

Now when your little vassal, who was there in King Richard’s service,  
saw the treason of the king’s people, he approached him and said: ‘Sire, 

take steps to put your person in safety, without expecting to have the  
victory today, owing to the manifest treason in your following’.  

But the king replied: ‘Salazar, God forbid I yield one step.  
This day I shall die like a king or triumph’.

 
A Spanish soldier recounts his experience at the  

Battle of Bosworth, 1485
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Anonymous, Guillaume Apollinaire, Nicholson Baker, 
J.G. Ballard, LaShonda Katrice Barnett, Georges Bataille, 
Primula Bond, Angela Carter, Patrick Cowley, John 
Cleland, Helen Cross, Andrew Crumey, Roald Dahl, 
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100 of literature’s sexiest stories, selected and introduced  
by Mariella Frostrup and the Erotic Review.

Strict mistresses, naughty maids, handsome gardeners and disarming strangers; 
this is the definitive collection of the sexiest short stories in literature.  
Hand-picked by Mariella Frostrup and the Erotic Review, this gorgeous  

anthology is the perfect gift... or beside companion.

From medieval masters to modern minxes, here are prize-winners, bestsellers  
and rising stars, each of whom prove that when it comes to the bedroom,  

a little fiction goes a long way.

MARIELLA FRoSTRUp is one of the Uk’s leading journalists, broadcasters 
and critics. She presents open Book on Radio 4 and has judged the Booker 
prize. The EROTIC REVIEW is the iconic magazine devoted to two things:  

great writing and sex.

desiRe / M
aRiella FRostRUP and the eRotic Review
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powerful drama set in east London. A washed-up boxer takes a troubled  
youngster under his wing, attracting the attention of the criminal underworld.

Albert kemp is a lonely widower, whose only son was killed in the war. Now,  
in 1953, he is working in a pub under the railway arches. Downstairs is a  

traditional bar, upstairs is a famous boxing gym. It is here that Albert brings 
Danny, a fatherless boy who he rescues from gang life on the streets. 

But as Danny begins to grow into a champion, the predators start to circle,  
luring him with glittering promises back into a life of crime in the corrupt world 
of match fixing. Will Danny listen to his wise old mentor? or will the prospect 

of fame and money be too tempting?

DAVID ESSEX has had a career as an actor and singer, spanning four decades. 
He is the bestselling author of two autobiographies – A Charmed Life and Over 
the Moon – and a collection of poetry, Travelling Tinker Man and Other Rhymes.

Faded GloRy / david esseX

THE INSpIRATIoN FoR THE book was, I think, strongly influenced by 
two things. The first, was growing up not long after World War Two in  

London’s east end. As I child, I remember running through the  
Dockland streets that were still scarred by the Blitz.

ocean-going ships were docked, like high rise blocks at the end of partly 
bombed Victorian terraces. Sailors in foreign clothes with foreign faces  

mingled with the locals in open street markets. A feeling of togetherness  
still prevailed and patriotism was strong and deeply embedded. Money  
was scarce and life was tough for the people of post-war east London.  
There were few options available to better oneself. Some would turn  

to crime, others saw local dock work as a salvation, a few  
turned to the noble art of boxing. 

The second seed of inspiration came to me watching brave,  
old soldiers as they marched with sticks, crutches and in wheelchairs  

to honour their fallen comrades. personally, I have always respected my  
elders and listened to their wisdom. perhaps in the West we do not show  

the understanding and respect we should, to those whose  
glory may well have faded.

I was privileged to travel much of the developing world as the ambassador  
for Voluntary Services overseas. I found it refreshing that, in those  
communities, elders were revered and not dismissed as they seem  

to be in western society. 

The book is set against a backdrop of foggy London, Coronation street  
parties and clashes with the underworld, and it is influenced by the  

wonderful working class people of my home.

DAVID ESSEX
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it w
as only eveR yoU / Kate KeRRiGan

Heartbreak and misunderstandings are woven through this story of a woman 
who can never quite believe her husband loves her.

When Ava manages to seduce the gorgeous Irish singer, patrick, after a gig in 
New York, she can’t quite believe her luck. Can it really be true that he loves and 
wants to marry her? She knows that his first great love, Rose, broke his heart by 

marrying someone else. When they move back to Ireland and Ava sees Rose, 
jealousy begins to grip her. Worse is to come, when she intercepts a letter from 

Rose to patrick and her anger starts to spiral.  

As in kate kerrigan’s bestseller, The Dress, past and present, couture and vintage 
clothes, glamour and everyday heartbreak interweave in a story about love,  

misunderstanding and redemption.

kATE kERRIgAN lives in County Mayo, Eire. Her novels include Recipes for a 
Perfect Marriage, Ellis Island and The Dress.

Reviews FoR THE DRESS

‘i loved this glamorous, 
 romantic novel, which ping-pongs between  

Fifties new york and london’s contemporary fashion 
world… Packed with great characters, gorgeous  

settings and glorious atmosphere, it’s angela’s ashes, 
meets Jacqueline susann, by way of Bridget Jones. 

i was in floods at the end. irresistible.’ 
wendy holden, the daily Mail

‘a huge pleasure to read; glamorous and gripping  
and moving. i just loved it, i couldn’t bear to be  

away from it and now that i’m finished, i miss it.’ 
Marian Keyes 

‘despite its darker passages, reading the dress is 
a bit like playing with a particularly gorgeous doll’s 
house – it’s simply a delicious way to pass the time. 
it’s a perfect page-turner for the summer holiday, so 

my advice would be don’t leave home without it.’  
irish independent
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the BRotheR / JoaKiM
 zandeR

Smart, gripping and urgent, the new blockbuster from the  
100,000-copy selling author of The Swimmer

A sister races through Stockholm to find her brother and make amends for  
the past. growing up poor, Yasmine vowed she would always protect her little 

brother from harm. She broke her promise on the day she left home,  
leaving Fadi to fend for himself in the city’s slums.

It’s been five years now, but Yasmine still carries the guilt of leaving him behind. 
When she hears a rumour that he is dead, she knows she must return home and 
face her past. As Stockholm erupts into the world riots the city has ever known, 
Yasmine begins to suspect that her brother is still alive. Now she must comb the 

streets and uncover the truth – even if the truth could destroy them all.

JoAkIM zANDER spent ten years living and working in Syria, and now lives in 
Lund, Sweden. His first novel, The Swimmer, was published in 28 countries. 

 
‘a thriller with rare ambition and breadth...  

with a crackling denouement and strong characters,  
it richly deserves its reputation.’ daily Mail (UK)

‘how can The Swimmer be a first novel? dazzling...  
Keeps us breathless and guessing.’  

Joseph Finder (Usa)

‘a multi-layered thriller full of style, drive  
and immediacy... a powerful conspiracy story.’  

Göteborgs-Posten (sweden)

‘a riveting thriller with a great plot. what more  
can you ask for?’ lokalavisen (denmark)

‘intrigue, action and adrenaline mixed to perfection…  
one of the great revelations of this year.’ 

 librería Reconquista (spain)

‘an explosive, thrilling dance fuelled by authenticity of 
 detail and a language completely free from cliché.’  

il Giornale (italy)

‘a multi-layered, action-packed thriller.’  
dorstener zeitung (Germany)

‘a wonderfully written and incredibly exciting novel…  
a superb thriller.’ Metro (croatia)

ZWEMMER
DE

J O A K I M  Z A N D E R

www.uitgeverijcargo.nl

N U  I N  D E  B O E K H A N D E L

 ‘Een voortreffelijke thriller!’ – HET PAROOL

Joakim Zander
nasceu em 1975 em Estocolmo, Suécia. 
Trabalha como advogado para a União 
Europeia em Helsínquia, Finlândia.
Viveu anteriormente na Bélgica,
nos Estados Unidos e no Médio Oriente.
Estreia-se com o nadador, o thriller
que está a conquistar o mundo inteiro
e será publicado em 30 países.

«o nadador vai buscar a sua força às perso-
nagens construídas na perfeição e à sua ca- 
pacidade para fugir à previsibilidade típica  
deste género literário.» Skånska Dagbladet

«Joakim Zander tem uma excelente história 
para contar, uma história que aborda ques-
tões morais como remorso e expiação, culpa- 
bilidade e vingança… Como obra de estreia, 
o nadador é admirável.» Borås Tidning

«Este romance tem os ingredientes certos 
para fascinar o leitor. […] As ligações entre 
as personagens criam uma dança explosiva 
e tocante, cuja precisão e uma linguagem 
completamente despida de clichés deixam 
claro que Joakim Zander sabe perfeitamente  
o que está a fazer.» Il Giornale

«Com um argumento da máxima actualidade,  
Zander cria uma história com personagens  
de carne e osso.» Culturamas

Damasco. Uma noite quente no princípio 
dos anos 80.
Um agente americano entrega a sua bebé 
a um destino incerto, uma traição que 
jamais se perdoará e que será
o começo de uma fuga de si próprio.
Até ao dia em que não pode continuar
a esconder-se da verdade e se vê obrigado 
a tomar uma decisão crucial.

Trinta anos depois, Klara Walldéen,
uma jovem sueca que trabalha
no Parlamento Europeu,
vê-se envolvida numa trama
de espionagem internacional na qual está 
implicado Mahmoud Shammosh,
o seu antigo amante e ex-membro
das forças especiais do Exército sueco.

Klara e Mahmoud transformam-se no alvo 
de uma caçada através da Europa,
um mundo onde as fronteiras entre países 
são tão ténues como a linha que separa 
um aliado de um inimigo, a verdade
da mentira, o passado do presente.

Um thriller viciante que não poderá parar de ler.
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השחיין הוא מותחן ריגול קצבי ומפתיע הפותח צוהר למנגנונים, 

לאינטרסים ולאנשים המרכיבים את העולם הפוליטי המשתנה־

תדיר של תחילת המאה העשרים ואחת.

1980, דמשק. כאשר פיצוץ עז מחריד את השכונה המנומנמת, סוכן 

הסי־ַאיי־איי יודע שחייו השתנו לנצח. אהובתו, דיפלומטית שוודית, 

נהרגה מן הפצצה שנועדה לו. במצוקתו האדירה הוא עושה מעשה 

שיצטער עליו במשך עשרות שנים.

2013, אּוְּפָסָלה, שוודיה. בעוד מחמוד שמוש, דוקטורנט מוסלמי 

למשפטים, מתכונן לכנס של פרלמנט האיחוד האירופי, הוא מקבל 

אימייל אנונימי. מישהו שמכיר אותו משירותו הצבאי כצנחן מבקש 

להיפגש בבריסל ולמסור לו מידע מסווג הקשור לשירותם. מחמוד 

נעתר למפגש, ומבין באיחור כי נכנס למבוך קטלני.

קלרה ואלדן, עוזרת פרלמנטרית בפרלמנט האירופי, חוברת 

למחמוד, אהובה לשעבר, במנוסתו על חייו. כשהם נחושים לחשוף 

את המידע שכוחות כבירים להוטים לקבור, מגלים קלרה ומחמוד 

שאירופה אינה גדולה מספיק כדי להיעלם בה. בין בריסל לפריז, 

בין אמסטרדם לסטוקהולם, הם לומדים כי נאמנות ובוגדנות אינן 

צפויות לעולם. וכשטעויות העבר בסוריה הלוהטת מתמזגות עם 

איומי ההווה בשוודיה הקפואה, דבר אינו בטוח עוד.

יואקים זאנדר, עורך דין בפרלמנט האירופי שזהו רומן הביכורים 

שלו, הוכתר בשוודיה כשילוב מבריק בין סטיג לרסון לג’ון לה 

קארה.

הספר תורגם ל-26 שפות, וברבות מהן היה רב־מכר.

“זה אינו עוד רומן סקנדינבי אפל, זהו רומן מתח שאפתני ורחב 

יריעה עם עלילה סבוכה ודמויות חזקות.” הדיילי מייל

“ספר ביכורים מצוין.” טיימס 

www.modan.co.il

מחיר מומלץ: 74 ש“ח
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JOAKIM ZANDER, rođen je 
1975. u Stockholmu. Nakon vojne 
službe u švedskoj mornarici, 
studirao je pravo na Sveučilištu 
u Uppsali. Radio je u Europskom 
parlamentu u Europskoj komisiji 
u Bruxellesu. Trenutačno živi u 
Helsinkiju gdje danju radi kao 
odvjetnik a noću kao spisatelj. 
Plivač mu je prvi roman. 

J O A K I M  Z A N D E R

PLIVAČ

DAMASK, početak osamdesetih godina prošloga stoljeća: dijete u njegovim rukama imalo je 
visoku temperaturu i jedva je disalo. U sljedećem trenutku odjeknula je užasna eksplozija u kojoj 
pogiba žena koju voli. Kako bi spasio dijete, prisiljen je ostaviti ga u švedskom veleposlanstvu. 

Bruxelles, trideset godina poslije: Klara Walldeen, pomoćnica poznate europske parlamentarke, 
slučajno doznaje, preko svojega bivšega dečka Mahmouda, vrlo osjetljive i tajne informacije, što ih 
oboje dovodi u smrtnu opasnost. 

George Loow, mlad i beskrupulozan lobist, upoznaje vrlo čudne i sumnjive klijente, koji od njega 
traže informacije o Klari i njezinu poslu. Američki agent jedini je koji bi mogao spasiti Klaru. Čovjek 
je to koji pokušava zaboraviti svoju prošlost, krivnju koja ga izjeda, svoje dijete koje je napustio. 
Jedino mjesto gdje može naći smirenje i mir je u vodi. Pa tako stalno, uporno pliva. I pliva…  Svi 
će se oni uplesti u tajnovitu špijunsku mrežu događaja koja će ih natjerati u bijeg po cijeloj Europi 
u pokušaju da spase vlastiti život. 

PLIVAČ nije samo vrlo napeti triler kojega nećete moći ispu-
stiti iz ruku, nego i odličan portret ljudi koje proganja prošlost 
i krivnja, prikaz pohlepnih političara i pokvarene politike i, po-
najviše, to je priča o Klari, o njezinoj hrabrosti da se suoči sa 
sobom i svojom prošlošću. ISBN 978-953-1608-5 

w w w.moz aik-k nj iga.hr
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'Krivnja, pokajanje i osveta... PLIVAČ 
je impresivan i zanimljiv triler.' 

– Borås Tidning.

'Složen triler, pun napetosti, akcije i 
drame – odličan debitantski roman.' 

– Göteborgs-Posten.

'Odlično napisan i vrlo napet... u 
potpunosti lišen predvidljivosti žanra. 

– Skånska Dagbladet.

'Odličan roman, prepun obrata, 
sukoba i uvjerljivo opisane urote.' 

– Chris Pavone, autor bestselera 
New York Timesa The Expats.
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october 2016
Fiction * 228x145 mm * 384 pages
e 9781784972486 * hb 9781784972493 £18.99  
rights: world, all languages

A new couple have arrived in Tremarnock, but will these glamorous strangers  
fit into village life? Book two in the Cornish Village series.

Tremarnock is a small fishing village, crowded with holidaymakers in the  
summer, but a sleepy Cornish backwater at other times of the year. 

Here Liz has found refuge with her young daughter, Rosie, after her relationship 
with Rosie’s father came unstuck. Now happily married to village restaurant 
owner, Robert Hart, all seems set for a quiet autumn and merry Christmas.  
But strangers have bought the local guest house and seem to have big plans. 
Why is he so charming and confident, but she so frightened? Are they who  

they say they are? And what are they really doing with the guest house?

EMMA BURSTALL is the author of Gym and Slimline, Never Close Your Eyes  
and The Darling Girls. Her first novel set in the delightful Cornish village of 

Tremarnock was published in 2015 and became a top-10 bestseller. 

the coRnish GUest hoUse / eM
M

a BURstall

CoRNWALL HAS ALWAYS SEEMED a magical place  
to me where anything can happen. I spent many happy 
summers there as a child, then rediscovered the area in  
my early twenties when I landed my first job as a cub  
reporter in plymouth. From here, it was a short ferry  

ride into south-east Cornwall and I covered many stories, 
haring round the county in my battered Mini. At  

weekends, a colleague and I would walk for hours along 
the blowy Rame Head coastline and explore the colourful 

fishing villages that inspired Tremarnock. Years later,  
this part of the world is still dear to my heart and  

I’m drawn back time and again with that same  
colleague – now my husband!

EMMA BURSTALL 
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november 2016
non Fiction/landmarks * 185x185 mm * 224 pages

e 9781784977207 * hb 9781784977214 £16.99 
rights: world, all languages

The story of the composition and revolutionary impact of  
Beethoven’s Third Symphony, the Eroica.

In 1805, the world of music was set on its ears by a new work from a german 
composer. Intellectually and emotionally, Beethoven’s Third Symphony was  

revolutionary music. And the whiff of actual political revolution was woven into 
the work, for it was originally dedicated to Napoleon Bonaparte, a dangerous 

hero for a composer dependent on conservative aristocratic patronage. 

This beautifully illustrated book is part of The Landmark Library, which celebrates 
the turning points of human history. James Hamilton-paterson reconstructs this 
great moment in Western culture, the shock of the music and its long afterlife. 

JAMES HAMILToN-pATERSoN’s novel Gerontius won a Whitbread prize. His 
many books include the bestselling Empire of the Clouds, Marked for Death and 

Music: Stories. A passionate musician, he now lives in Austria.

THE ‘ERoICA’ IS AN epic work in every sense. At a  
stroke it completely broke the mould of the Viennese  
classical symphony as perfected by Haydn and Mozart. 

That form, for all the expressiveness and emotional 
weight those composers had developed it to bear, was 

still too restrictive for a composer of Beethoven’s  
powerful individuality. In its length, expansive ideas 
and occasional boisterousness his second symphony 
of 1802 had already shown clear signs of a wayward 

impatience despite its general sunniness. But nothing 
prepared the public for the shock of the ‘Eroica’. The 
first movement alone was longer than many an entire 

symphony of the day. The reception at its première was 
mixed; but to Beethoven’s growing band of supporters 
it was immediately clear that the new symphony was 

evidence of an extraordinary intellectual and emotional 
achievement. And although to say so smacks of  

cliché, the fact is that after those first two brusque E flat 
chords Western music was never quite the same again. 

JAMES HAMILToN-pATERSoN
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november 2016
non Fiction/language history * 200x135 mm * 336 pages
e 9781784977979 * hb 9781784977986 £16.99 
rights: world all languages

M
ay w

e BoRRow
 yoUR lanGUaGe? / PhiliP Gooden

A gift book for word buffs to cherish – as moreishly entertaining as it is  
cerebrally stimulating.

The English language that is spoken by some billion people around the world  
is a linguistic mongrel. Its extensive vocabulary is a lexical mix that is the result  

of centuries of borrowing from other tongues: from the Celtic languages of  
pre-Roman Britain to Norman French; from the Vikings’ old Scandinavian to  

persian, Sanskrit, Algonquian and Hawaiian, we have enriched our modern  
language with words such as tulip, doolally, avocado, moccasin, ketchup and ukulele. 

 Full of etymological nuggets to intrigue and delight the reader, May We Borrow 
Your Language? explores the fascinating stories behind the words that English  

has stolen from other tongues. 

pHILIp gooDEN writes books on the English language and historical crime 
novels. He is the author of The Story of English and Who’s Whose?

porK (c. 1300) 

the word pork does indeed come from 
French, and ultimately from the latin  
porcus. the sources for ‘pig’, the yet 

uneaten saxon animal, are more obscure, 
but the word is close enough to older 

dutch and German forms to suggest that 
it pitched up in england via a different 

and more northerly route from the norman 
pork. other pig-related words such as 
‘sow’, ‘swine’ and ‘hog’ have definite  

origins in old english (oe)  
or anglo-saxon.

QuarK (twentieth century)

in Finnegans Wake, James Joyce  
included the line, ‘three quarks for 

Muster Mark’, in a sequence  
apparently recreating the cries of  

sea-birds around the departure of a 
ship. Joyce’s distorted bird-call seems 
to be a version of ‘quawk’, and cannot 

have appeared in print anywhere earlier 
than 1939 since he made up the word. 
Jump forward to the mid 1960s and we 
find the Us physicist Murray Gell-Mann 

postulating the existence of a set of 
sub-atomic particles to which he gave 
the name quark, with the explanation 

that he’d originally plumped for ‘quork’ 
but changed the spelling by a single 

letter because he remembered the word 
from James Joyce’s book. oK (ninteenth century) 

english is the closest that the world 
has come to possessing a universal 

language, not in the sense that  
everyone can speak it – the large  
majority of the world’s population 
cannot – but because most people 

are likely to be familiar with a  
handful of english expressions, like 
coke and Manchester United. the 

oldest and most truly global term is 
also the shortest: oK (or o.K. or okay), 

originating in america in the 19th 
century. the first citation in the  
Oxford English Dictionary comes 

from a Baltimore newspaper in 1839, 
where o.k. is identified as a shortened 

version of ‘all correct’ (humorously 
misspelled as ‘oll korrekt’).

turKey (early sixteenth century)

there is a certain irony in the fact that 
the title of the bird which is a central part 
of america’s thanksgiving celebrations is 
essentially a misnomer. had those early 

Massachusetts settlers who chased down 
the wild turkey been aware of where it  
really came from they might have come 
up with a more appropriate name. the 
first settlers mistakenly identified the 

turkey as being from the same species  
as an african bird imported into europe 

via the turkish or ottoman empire.
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november 2016
non Fiction * 228x145 mm * 384 pages

e 9781781858936 * hb 9781781858943 £20.00 
rights: world, all languages

scandinavians / RoBeRt FeRGUson

An historical journey of discovery to the heart of Scandinavian identity.

Scandinavia is the epitome of cool: we fill our homes with Nordic furniture; we 
envy its affluence, tolerance and healthy lifestyles; we devour its crime fiction; 
even its strangely attractive melancholia seems to express a rational attitude to 

life. But how accurate is our idea of Scandinavia? And what are the roots of the 
qualities we regard as quintessentially Scandinavian? 

Robert Ferguson digs through two millennia of history to tell stories of extraor-
dinary events, people and objects – from old Norse rune stones to the IkEA 

flatpack; from Henrik Ibsen to Stieg Larsson; and from greta garbo to Agnetha 
Fältskog – that illuminate our understanding of modern Scandinavia, its society, 

politics, culture and temperament.

RoBERT FERgUSoN has lived in Norway since 1983. He is the author of  
The Hammer and The Cross: A New History of the Vikings (penguin, 2009).
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november 2016
Fiction/Fantasy * 228x145 mm * 512 pages

e 9781784973247 * hb 9781784973254 £20.00 * Xtpb 9781784973261 £14.99
rights: UK, commonwealth

the w
all oF stoRM

s / Ken liU

The second book in The Dandelion Dynasty, the epic fantasy trilogy by ken Liu.

Dara is united under the Emperor Ragin, once known as kuni garu, the bandit 
king. There has been peace for six years, but the Dandelion Throne rests on 

bloody foundations – kuni’s betrayal of his friend, Mata zyndu, the Hegemon. 
The Hegemon’s rule was brutal and unbending – but he died well, creating  
a legend that haunts the new emperor, no matter what good he strives to do.

Where war once forged unbreakable bonds between kuni’s inner circle, peace 
now gnaws at their loyalties. Where ancient wisdoms once held sway, a brilliant 
scholar promises a philosophical revolution. And from the far north, over the 

horizon, comes a terrible new threat... The scent of blood is in the water.

kEN LIU’s short stories have won a Nebula, two Hugos, a World Fantasy Award 
and a Science Fiction & Fantasy Translation Award. He is also the translator of 

Cixin Liu’s Hugo-winning The Three Body Problem.

‘Sad, funny, poignant and addictive, this book will  
leave a lasting impression on the genre.’ SFX

‘An instant classic. This is a debut novel to be  
reckoned with. poetry on every page.’ 
Hugh Howey

‘Epic fantasy fans will enjoy this large-scale story  
of political strategy and skullduggery.’ 
Publishers Weekly
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tResPass / anthony J. qUinn

november 2016
Fiction/crime * 228x145 mm * 320 pages

e 9781784971267 * hb 9781784971274 £18.99 * Xtpb 9781784971281 £14.99
rights: world, all languages

The abduction of a child propels Celcius Daly into a 30-year-old quest for justice.

Celcius Daly is investigating the abduction of a boy by a group of travellers  
already under investigation for smuggling and organised crime. As he digs into 
the child’s background, he discovers a family secret linked to an unsolved crime 
during the Troubles – the disappearance of a young woman and her baby. Daly’s 

investigation shakes loose some harrowing truths about the past treatment of 
travellers and the present day lawlessness of Northern Ireland’s border country.

Undergoing an internal investigation over his handling of the search for IRA spy 
Daniel Hegarty, Daly realises that he has much in common with the beleaguered 

and outcast travellers and soon finds himself entangled in a vigilante mission, 
discovering just how far a group of outsiders will go to find their own justice.

ANTHoNY J. QUINN was born in Northern Ireland’s County Tyrone,  
where he now works as a journalist and author.

anthony J. Quinn, irish crimewriting’s new voice

‘Unquestionably one of the crime novels of the year, written in peerless prose,  
with a delicate plot… this is a novel to be read slowly and to be savoured sip by sip,  

as its spider’s web slowly but surely snares you in its grip.’ DAILY MAIL
 

‘Beautifully written… much more than a routine whodunnit.’ IRISH INDEPENDENT
 

‘a beautifully written example of how enriching a novel can be if the author  
does not for a second neglect the importance of locale... the experience  

of reading the book is irresistable.’ INDEPENDENT
 

‘a tough yet lyrical novel, evoking that desperate period of irish history.’ SUNDAY TIMES
 

‘it has taken time to digest the troubles and anthony J. quinn’s books featuring inspector 
celcius daly are among the best of many crime novels that have tackled the subject…  

the writing is superbly original.’ SUNDAY EXPRESS
 

‘the troubles of northern ireland are not over. this message is so disturbingly, convincingly 
and elegantly conveyed in anthony J. quinn's first novel... Beautifully haunting.’ THE TIMES

 
‘the truth gradually comes clear in this beautifully written novel.  

it reveals a frightening fact: the troubles aren’t over yet.’ LITERARY REVIEW
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JacK the RiPPeR / otto PenzleR

november 2016
Fiction/anthologies * 240x170 mm * 928 pages

e 9781784976231 * hb 9781784976248 £25.00 
rights: UK, commonwealth

The ultimate compendium of the legacy and legend of history’s  
most notorious murderer.

The predatory ritual, the escalating savagery of the crimes, the grisly trophies 
taken from his victim’s bodies, the games played with his pursuers, the cannibal-
ism: Jack the Ripper’s reign of terror in London’s East End during the autumn 
of 1888 casts a long shadow. For a century and a quarter the Ripper’s crimes 

have appalled and fascinated in equal measure.

This collection sifts through Jack’s legacy, blending the true story with the best 
crime and horror fiction his depraved deeds have inspired. Some of these stories 

are classics, some have been written especially for this volume.

oTTo pENzLER is the proprietor of the Mysterious Bookshop in New York 
City, founder of the Mysterious press, and a two-time Edgar award-winner.

CONTRIBUTORS INCLUDE:

David Abrahamsen, Boris Akunin, Robert Arthur, 
Marie Belloc Lowndes, Theodora Benson, Robert 
Bloch, Edwin M. Borchard, Anthony Boucher, 
Maxim Jakubowski & Nathan Braund, eds., 
Thomas Burke, Ramsey Campbell, Susan Casper, 
patrice Chaplin, R. Chetwynd-Hayes, Jeffery Deaver, 
Isak Dinesen, Harlan Ellison, Loren D. Estleman, 
Lyndsay Faye, gwendolyn Frame, gregory Frost, 
Richard M. gordon, Charles L. grant, Edward D. 
Hoch, H.H. Holmes, Stephen Hunter, Cleveland 
Moffett, Hume Nisbet, William F. Nolan, Robin 
odell, Barbara paul, Anne perry, Ellery Queen, Ray 
Russell, george Bernard Shaw, Daniel Stashower, 
R.L. Stevens, Tim Sullivon, Harry Turtledove, 
peter Underwood, karl Edward Wagner, Howard 

Waldrop, Holly West
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november 2016
Fiction/thriller * 228x145 mm * 416 pages
e 9781784970284 * hb 9781784970291 £18.99 * Xtpb 9781784970307 £14.99
rights: UK, commonwealth

International thriller from renowned political journalist Adam LeBor, taking us 
behind the scenes in the corridors of power.

UN covert negotiator, Yael Azoulay, has been sent to Reykjavik to broker a secret 
meeting between US president Freshwater and the Iranian president. Both  

parties want the violence to stop, but Yael soon realises that powerful enemies 
are pulling the strings. Enemies for whom peace means an end to  

their lucrative profit streams.

In this gripping, intelligent thriller, Adam LeBor uses insights gained from  
twenty-five years of frontline reporting to show us who really has the upper  

hand in the international game of politics.

ADAM LEBoR lives in Budapest and writes for the Economist, the New York 
Times, Monocle, Newsweek and Daily Beast. He is the author of a number of non 

fiction books, including the orwell prize shortlisted Hitler’s Secret Bankers.

the ReyKJaviK assiGnM
ent/ adaM

 leBoRthe yael aZoulay series

‘a female James Bond hidden deep in the heart of the United nations… 
strikingly well-informed, smartly plotted.’ Daily Mail

‘Gripping and atmospheric... yael azoulay is a character i’m looking forward 
to reading about again and again.’ charles cumming

‘who knew the United nations could be so exciting? Murder, intrigue  
and a beguiling protagonist... gripping and enticing.’

Guardian

‘highly recommended… Rich and fast-paced, but it is leBor’s very sure  
and experienced hand with international politics, dark-side politics,  

that makes this book as good as it is.’ alan Furst

‘a page-turning thriller with a meaty conspiracy theory rooted in  
historical fact and bristling with warnings.’ Irish Times
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the chldRen oF lovely lane / nadine doRRies

december 2016
Fiction * 228x145 mm * 336 pages
e 9781784975043 * hb 9781784975050 £16.99 * Xtpb 9781784975067 £14.99
rights: world, all languages

The second book in the Lovely Lane series from Nadine Dorries.

Lily hates the sound of children playing – the ceaseless shouting and laughter 
and kicking of balls to and fro in the street outside the rough Liverpool  

tenement where she lives. Somehow those innocent voices seem to make  
a mockery of her existence – working in a dockside processing plant by  

day, caring for her younger siblings during her every hour off. 

There is a boy who would like to court her, but Lily is too ashamed of where she 
lives to encourage him. And always she is haunted by fear for her sickly four-year-
old brother, Joe. When tragedy strikes, will the nurses in St Angelus Hospital – 

otherwise known as the Angels of Lovely Lane – be able to save the day?

NADINE DoRRIES is the million copy bestselling author of The Four Streets 
trilogy. She grew up in Liverpool and trained as a nurse. She has been the Mp 

for Mid-Bedfordshire since 2005 and has three daughters.

FRoM THE MILLIoN CopY BESTSELLINg  
AUTHoR oF THE FOUR STREETS

‘The characters are engaging, the street scenes cinematic  
and the theme of the novel powerful.’ The Times

‘Angela’s Ashes with a Scouse accent.’ The Irish Times

‘A vigorous and vibrant story of childhood in fifties Liverpool...  
As fast-paced as it is entertaining. An addictive novel to be  

devoured in one sitting.’ Sunday Express

‘A heartbreaking tale.’ Liverpool Echo

‘Catholic Liverpool, Irish immigrants and dark secrets...  
a funny and sometimes shocking saga. I couldn’t put it down.’

Christine odone
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december 2016
Fiction/historical * 228x145 mm * 400 pages

e 9781784977801 * hb 9781784977818 £18.99 * Xtpb 9781784977825 £14.99
rights: world english language

operation Finisterre: a last-ditch Nazi plan to get the allies to the negotiating table.

germany, october 1944: Dozens of cities lie in ruins. Enemy armies are at the 
gates. For the Thousand Year Reich, time is running out. Desperate to avoid  

the humiliation of unconditional surrender, german intelligence launch  
operation Finisterre — a last-ditch plan to enable Hitler to deny the savage  

logic of a war on two fronts and bluff his way to the negotiating table. 

Success depends on two individuals: Stefan portisch, a german naval officer 
washed ashore on the coast of Spain after the loss of his U-boat, and Hector 

gomez, an ex-FBI detective, planted by Director J. Edgar Hoover in the middle  
of the most secret place on earth: the American atomic bomb complex. Both men 
will find themselves fighting for survival as operation Finisterre plays itself out.

gRAHAM HURLEY is the author of the critically acclaimed series of crime 
novels featuring DI Joe Faraday and DC paul Winter. He lives in Devon.

 FinisteRRe / GRahaM
 hURley

a bold new direction For one oF britain’s  
Finest crime writers

‘hurley is now firmly at the top, with  
few rivals in this genre.’ 

SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
   

‘one of the UK’s finest crime novelists.’ 
INDEPENDENT ON SUNDAY

‘Britain’s finest and hardest-hitting series of  
police procedural novels.’  

GUARDIAN

i’ve spent a liFetime wanting to write thrillers  
framed by the second world war. not big sprawling 

set-piece epics but something subtler, more 
personal. a series of books that would explore the 
worlds of men and women charged with fighting 
battles that largely took place in the shadows.  

here’s the first one. 
 

graham hurley
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Road RaGe / hanna JaM
eson

december 2016
Fiction/crime * 228x145 mm * 352 pages
e 9781781851500 * hb 9781781851470 £18.99
rights: world, english language

From the queen of urban noir, a new thriller set in the nowhereland  
between New York and LA.

Eli and Ronnie are two British ex-cons on the road in America. Their  
mission is to find Trent, a guy who screwed them over and disappeared.  
But now, after forty hours driving through yellow desert, eating at lonely  

motels, what seemed real is no longer certain. Where did Trent stay?  
What did he do? Did he even exist at all? 

Leaving violent killings in their wake, Ronnie and Eli can do nothing except 
keep travelling. Now, trapped in a nightmarish road trip together, these two men 

must confront their own personal demons before they can come home.

HANNA JAMESoN published her first novel, Something You Are, when she was 
just twenty-one. It was shortlisted for a CWA Dagger.      

shoRtlisted FoR cwa daGGeR FoR FiRst novel 
 
–

 
‘hanna Jameson writes like an angel on speed.’  

q MaGazine

‘a gripping plot with unmistakable undertones of the 
legends of this genre, chandler, ellroy, Rankin.’  

Red MaGazine
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w
hat the Raven BRinGs / John ow

en theoBald

december 2016
Fiction/children’s 9-12 yrs * 210x130 mm * 320 pages

e 9781784974374 * hb 9781784974381 £12.99 * Xtpb 9781784974398 £10.99 
rights: world, all languages

The moving and powerful sequel to These Dark Wings, set in war-torn London.

The Blitz is over but the war rages on. Anna Cooper, now 14, bluffs her way  
into the air force and becomes entangled in the glamorous – and dangerous – 

world of female war pilots. But the secret of her past threatens both  
her and her fellow airwomen. 

Timothy Squire takes charge of the Tower ravens, ‘the heroes of the Blitz,’ dis-
playing them to the public, including Anna’s friend Flo, recently returned from 
evacuation. But Flo’s interest is not with the ravens alone. Reeling from Anna’s 
departure, Timothy throws himself into work at the docks as a Royal Engineer. 

promoted to bomb expert, he soon finds himself at the centre of a powerful 
secret of his own: one that could win or lose Anna… and the war itself.

JoHN oWEN THEoBALD was born in Eastern Canada. He moved to the Uk  
to study poetry, and in 2009 received a phD from the University of St Andrews.

When the last raven leaves the Tower, 
the Kingdom shall fall...

Trying to imagine where the  
legend of the Tower ravens took root,  
I traced it to Britain’s darkest hour.

  
But where was the first seed planted,  

and by whom? 

For me, it starts with protecting one scared girl, 
and grows to shield an entire kingdom… 

JOHN OWEN THEOBALD



This series of handsomely produced books – selected  
by the distinguished critic, poet and editor Michael Schmidt,  

in conjunction with Neil Belton, editorial director at Head  
of Zeus – makes great forgotten works of fiction  

available to a new generation of readers. 

In its second season, Apollo is proud to offer readers a  
strikingly powerful Irish novel about a dying priest;  

a classic of Russian satirical writing; and an American  
novel about naïve and fervent religious faith.  

Here too is a great work of Canadian fiction about  
a woman in old age, one of the 20th century’s seminal  

horror novels and a strange English gothic tale set  
in a remote cathedral town. 

We hope that Apollo will continue to challenge the  
established canon and surprise and move readers  

with its choice of books. 

an imprint of HEAD OF ZEUS

www.apollo-classics.com   •   www.headofzeus.com
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august 2016
Fiction/apollo * 129x198 mm * 240 pages
e 9781784970826 * pbo 9781784970833 £10.00  
territories: UK coMM * rights: translation, Us, large Print, audio

‘Children of faith, poets and saints, dot the cruel world, and  
give Wilder’s novels a reticular tension, the suspense of  

a hidden design about to emerge.’

John Updike
 

‘One morning in the late summer of 1930 the proprietor and several guests at 
the Union Hotel at Crestcrego, Texas, were annoyed to discover Biblical texts 

freshly written across the blotter on the public writing-desk.’

 
This is the story of George Marvin Brush, a travelling textbook salesman and 
fervent religious convert, who is determined to lead a good life. With sad and 

sometimes hilarious consequences, his travels take him through smoking 
cars, bawdy houses, and banks and into the soul of 1930s America. 

 
THOrnTOn Wilder (1897–1975) was an American playwright and  
novelist. He won three Pulitzer Prizes, and the national Book Award  

for his novel, The Eighth Day.
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July 2016
Fiction/apollo * 129x198 mm * 304 pages
e 9781784977405 * pbo 9781784977412 £10.00  
territories: UK coMM * rights: translation, Us, large Print, audio

‘The very best portrait of a priest in Irish fiction... It is a chilling  
yet deeply compassionate study of a man whose growth is stunted 

both by choice and by circumstances... a very fine novel.’

Ir ish Times
 

Father Tom Conroy – a spiky, difficult man – dies at a reunion of his  
seminary colleagues. As this masterly novel unfolds, we learn about  

the life that formed this troublesome priest.  

Tom Conroy knows his life has been a failure; his decision to become a priest 
was itself an impulsive act, and he has little conventional faith in the dogmas 

of his church. He ministers to the eccentric, the old and the dying, and  
despises the thrusting modernisers of church and state.

  
riCHArd POWer (1928–1970) was born in Waterford, south ireland.  

He became a civil servant in dublin, but at weekends and in the evenings 
wrote his masterpiece, The Hungry Grass, which was published in 1969.  
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october 2016
Fiction/apollo * 129x198 mm * 304 pages
e 9781784977689 * pbo 9781784977696 £10.00 
territories: UK coMM * rights: translation, Us, large Print, audio
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september 2016
Fiction/apollo * 129x198 mm * 288 pages
e 9781784975418 * pbo 9781784975425 £10.00 
territories: UK coMM * rights: translation, Us, large Print, audio

‘A portrait of a remarkable character and at the same time the 
picture of old age itself, with the pain, the weariness, the terror,  

the impotent angers and physical mishaps.’ 

Honor Tracy

Hagar Shipley – an irascible, independent nonagenarian – rages against  
the dying of the light in this unforgettable portrait of old age, first  

published in 1964.

 
Approaching death, Hagar retreats from the squabbling of her son and  
his wife to reflect on her past – her ill-advised marriage, her two sons,  

the harshness of farm life on the prairie, her own failures and the  
betrayals and failures of others. 

 
MArGAreT lAUrenCe (1926–1987) grew up in the small prairie town of 

neepawa, Canada. One of the greatest Canadian writers, her masterwork is the 
Manawaka sequence: five novels of which The Stone Angel is the first. 

‘The master of political satire... The irony of Shchedrin is not  
baldly polemical; it is far more the irony of a comic  

artist with a superb gift of savaging laughter  
and picaresque invention.’

v.S .  Pritchett
 

First published in 1870, The History of a Town is now regarded as  
one of the major satirical russian novels of the 19th century.

 
Shchedrin’s farcical history of Glupov (or Stupid Town) follows the bewildered 

and passive russian peasants for hundreds of years as they endure the 
violence and lunacy of their tyrannical rulers. A harsh criticism of Tsarist 

russia, it remains strangely pertinent in the age of Putin.

 
MiKHAil SAlTYKOV-SHCHedrin (1826–1889) spent most of his life 

working as a civil servant in various capacities. His best-known work,  
the novel The Golovlyov Family, appeared in 1876.
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december 2016
Fiction/apollo * 129x198 mm * 176 pages
e 9781784082789 * pbo 9781784082796 £10.00
territories: UK coMM * rights: translation, Us, large Print, audio
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november 2016
Fiction/apollo * 129x198 mm * 384 pages
e 9781784977016 * pbo 9781784977023 £10.00  
territories: UK coMM * rights: translation, Us, large Print, audio

‘lovecraft is a dark and baroque prince. I think it is beyond doubt 
that H.P. lovecraft has yet to be surpassed as the twentieth 

century’s greatest practitioner of the classic horror tale.’

Stephen king

 
Written in 1927, but never published in lovecraft’s lifetime, this is the iconic 

American author’s exploration of a mind destroyed by obsession.

 
The novel tells the story of Charles dexter Ward through letters, documents 

and other ‘historical sources’. A young intellectual, Charles is lured to his 
doom by his obsession with an ancestor: an eighteenth-century shipping 

entrepreneur, alleged alchemist and reputed necromancer.

 
H.P. lOVeCrAFT (1890-1937) is the most important and influential horror 

writer of the twentieth century. His stories of occult nightmare and  
cosmic terror have drawn praise from William S. Burroughs,  

Angela Carter and Jorge luis Borges.

‘This novel has entered our consciousness, our very flesh...  
What makes the book addictive is its atmosphere, its whole  

perception of existence.’

A .N.  Wilson
 

A Gothic masterpiece from the author of Moonfleet, this haunting novel 
steeped in english history, architecture and music was first published in 1903. 

A young architect is sent to the remote town of Cullerne to supervise the  
restoration work on its Minster, which is near collapse. He is soon caught up 
in local life and the haunting rumours that surround the claim to the title of 

lord Blandamer, whose escutcheon is the nebuly coat of the title.

 
JOHn MeAde FAlKner (1858–1932) was an english novelist, best known 

for his 1898 novel, Moonfleet. A successful businessman, he was chairman of 
the arms manufacturer Armstrong Whitworth during the First World War. 
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‘Gull confirms patterson’s status as one of 
Northern Ireland’s finest fictional chroniclers.’  
Sunday Times

PaPeRBacKs / JUly 2016

JULY pApERBACkS

‘A breakthrough book... A unique blend of 
scientific and philosophical speculation, politics 
and history, conspiracy theory and cosmology.’

gEoRgE R.R. MARTIN

Fiction/historical * 129x198 mm * 464pp 
e 9781784081195 pb 9781784081225 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction/science Fiction * 129x198 mm * 512pp 
e 9781784971588 pb 9781784971618 £8.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 352pp 
e 9781784972165 pb 9781784972196 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 336pp 
e 9781784971830 pb 9781784971779 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

‘Set in a little-known era of the Roman Empire...  
it throws us head first into a chaotic world in 
which emperors rise and fall, fortunes change and 
a man doesn’t know who to trust.’ BEN kANE

‘Warmly accessible but subtle, prowse handles 
her explosive subject with delicate skill... Deeply 
moving and inspiring.’ Daily Mail

PaPeRBacKs / JUly 2016

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 448pp 
e 9781781853658 pb 9781781851944 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

non-Fiction/history * 129x198 mm * 368pp 
e 9781784081713 pb 9781784081737 £8.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

non-Fiction/history * 129x198 mm * 464pp 
e 9781784080327 pb 9781784080334 £9.99 
rights: world, all languages

‘A beautifully written archae-travelogue... an 
engaging and scholarly journey through Britain’s 
landscapes.’ TLS

‘Describes the experience of mental illness from 
the inside... An extraodinarily articulate account 
of something that is seldom put into words.’  
The Times

‘This is how historical writing should be... the best 
history book I’ve read in a long time.’

ALISoN WEIR
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PaPeRBacKs / aUGUst 2016

AUgUST pApERBACkS

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 496pp 
e 9781784970048 pb 9781784970079 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction/thriller * 129x198 mm * 560pp 
e 9781784975470 pb 9781784975500 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction/crime * 129x198 mm * 384pp 
e 9781781856871 pb 9781781856901 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 384pp 
e 9781784974015 pb 9781784973803 £7.99 
rights: world, english language

‘He just seems to get better and better.’  
IAN RANkIN

‘More gripping than Jo Nesbo, blacker than Stieg 
Larsson and more bleakly human than Henning 
Mankell.’ ToNY pARSoNS

‘Diney Costeloe is a natural storyteller’  
AMANDA pRoWSE  

‘A story that feels both utterly original and deeply 
our own.’ MEgAN ABBoTT

PaPeRBacKs / aUGUst 2016

Fiction/children’s 9-12 yrs  * 129x198 mm * 304pp 
e 9781784974299 pb 9781784974367 £6.99 
rights: world, all languages

non-Fiction/science * 129x198 mm * 256pp 
e 9781784973964 pb 9781784973988 £8.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

non-Fiction/history * 129x198 mm * 400pp 
e 9781784970888 pb 9781784970895 £8.99 
rights: world, all languages

‘Thompson is marvellous at mapping the webs 
of sibling rivalry making up this gripping and 
appalling family saga.’ The Times

A moving and powerful novel that blends war-
time London, the nightly pounding of incendiary 
bombs and an ancient legend from the deep past.

‘His impressive talents as a good old-fashioned 
storyteller... provoke such a sense of narrative 
excitement.’ Sunday Times
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PaPeRBacKs / sePteM
BeR 2016

SEpTEMBER pApERBACkS

Fiction/crime * 129x198 mm * 368pp 
e 9781784081362 pb 9781784081393 £7.99 
rights: world, english language

Fiction/historical * 129x198 mm * 480pp 
e 9781781852934 pb 9781781852927 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction/historical * 129x198 mm * 304pp 
e 9781784082055 pb 9781784082086 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

Fiction/crime * 129x198 mm * 480pp 
e 9781784972202 pb 9781784972233 £7.99 
rights: world, english language

‘A wonderfully eerie London setting and a chilling 
plot... Lesley Thomson is one of our leading crime 
writers.’ ELLY gRIFFITHS

‘Does heart-pounding action superlatively.’  
The Times

‘one of this country’s most exciting crime 
novelists... If you have not read one, read all  
of them now.’ Daily Mail

‘one of the great lionesses of modern English 
literature.’ Harper’s Bazaar

PaPeRBacKs / sePteM
BeR 2016

Fiction/thriller * 129x198 mm * 400pp 
e 9781784080181 pb 9781784080211 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

non-Fiction * 129x198 mm * 336pp 
e 9781784080082 pb 9781784080112 £8.99 
rights: world, all languages

non-Fiction/biography * 129x198 mm * 544pp 
e 9781784081805 pb 9781784081829 £9.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Ireland’s best-known historical writer examines 
the legacy of the 1916 Easter Rising in its 
anniversary year. 

‘A hugely satisfying thriller that grips from the 
first page to the last.’ kATE MoSSE 

‘Churchill buffs will find valuable insights in the 
light Lough sheds upon the man.’ Financial Times

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 432pp 
e 9781781857779 pb 9781781857786 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

‘I couldn’t put it down.’  
kATIE FFoRDE
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PaPeRBacKs / octoBeR 2016

oCToBER pApERBACkS

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 368pp 
e 9781784974930 pbo 9781784974923 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

Fiction/Fantasy * 129x198 mm * 528pp 
e 9781784972028 pb 9781784972059 £9.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction/thriller * 129x198 mm * 352pp 
e 9781784080976 pb 9781784081003 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

Fiction/crime * 129x198 mm * 384pp 
e 9781784973087 pb 9781784973117 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

‘one of the most talented thriller writers  
at work today.’ Daily Express

‘Each volume of the Sword of Truth proves more 
difficult to review than the last. There are only so 
many ways of heaping praise on a series that gets 
better and better.’ SFX

‘A festive treat... If you love Jojo Moyes and Freya 
North you’ll love this.’ Closer

‘Meaty, beautifully written and original.’  
Irish Independent

PaPeRBacKs / octoBeR 2016

Fiction/crime * 129x198 mm * 352pp 
e 9781784082918 pb 9781784082949 £7.99 
rights: world, english language

non-Fiction/history * 129x198 mm * 400pp 
e 9781781859643 pb 9781781859667 £9.99 
rights: world, all languages

‘Intricate, fast-paced, with a sense of the macabre... 
a genuinely innovative crime writer.’ Daily Mail

The first volume of a magisterial two-part history 
of the dynastic wars fought between the houses of 
Lancaster and York.

non-Fiction/history * 129x198 mm * 400pp 
e 9781781855225 pb 9781781855256 £8.99 
rights: world, all languages

A sweeping and authorative account of the 
extraordinary saga of the Viking Age.
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PaPeRBacKs / noveM
BeR 2016

NoVEMBER pApERBACkS

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 464pp 
e 9781784972561 pb 9781784972585 £7.99 
rights: world, english language x. Usa

Fiction/short stories * 129x198 mm * 464pp 
e 9781784975661 pb 9781784975692 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction/crime * 129x198 mm * 400pp 
e 9781784975951 pb 9781784976316 £7.99 
rights: world, english language

Fiction/thriller * 129x198 mm * 352pp 
e 9781784971199 pb 9781784971212 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

‘Fascinating… clever… the author’s real skill is her 
ability to invent memorable original characters.’ 
Daily Mail

‘I know this is going to sound hyperbolic, but 
when I’m reading ken Liu’s stories, I feel like I’m 
reading a once-in-a-generation talent. I’m in awe.’ 
JAMIE FoRD

‘A powerful and moving account of the brutality 
of war itself.’ ToNY BENN

‘one of the most original and frightening 
storytellers of our time.’ pETER JAMES

PaPeRBacKs / noveM
BeR 2016

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 364pp 
e 9781784974664 pb 9781784974640 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

Fiction* 129x198 mm * 304pp 
e 9781781856369 pb 9781781856390 £6.99 
rights: world, all languages x. Usa

non-Fiction/science * 129x198 mm * 320pp 
e 9781781855737 pb 9781781855706 £8.99 
rights: world, all languages

Debut novel from an exciting new voice. Three 
young Irish people come to Australia to escape 
their homeland in this gripping tale of loss and 
hope, of self-destruction and self-acceptance.

A groundbreaking and state-of-the-art guide  
to the Universe and how our latest deep space 
discoveries are forcing us to revisit what we  
know, and what we don’t.

‘Captivating fantasy adventure.’  
Sunday Express

A crisp, elegant and accessible survey of the 
classical roots of Western civilisation, by a  
prize-winning Cambridge classicist.  

non-Fiction/history * 129x198 mm * 288pp 
e 9781781854990 pb 9781781855027 £8.99 
rights: world, all languages
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PaPeRBacKs / deceM
BeR 2016

DECEMBER pApERBACkS

Fiction * 129x198 mm * 336pp 
e 9781784082215 pb 9781784082246 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

Fiction/thriller * 129x198 mm * 368pp 
e 9781784975203 pb 9781784975234 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction/crime * 129x198 mm * 432pp 
e 9781784972301 pb 9781784972332 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

Fiction/crime * 129x198 mm * 400pp 
e 9781781859742 pb 9781781859773 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

‘Delightful and original... a series that could  
well become a cult.’ Daily Mail

‘A collision between past and present that  
will leave you breathless.’ LEE CHILD

‘As fast-paced as it is entertaining. An addictive 
novel to be devoured in one sitting.’  
Sunday Express

‘Desperately scary and suspenseful.’  
Cosmopolitan

PaPeRBacKs / deceM
BeR 2016

Fiction/short stories * 129x198 mm * 336pp 
e 9781784971007 pb 9781784971038 £7.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

non-Fiction/history * 129x198 mm * 448pp 
e 9781784970239 pb 9781784970253 £9.99 
rights: UK, commonwealth

‘oates is simply the most consistently inventive, 
brilliant, curious and creative writer going, as far 
as I’m concerned.’ gILLIAN FLYNN

‘Laura Snyder is a master storyteller.  
A fabulous book.’ oLIVER SACkS

Fiction/Fantasy * 129x198 mm * 496pp 
e 9781781853931 pb 9781781853948 £7.99 
rights: world, all languages

‘Captivating. An assured supernatural thriller 
with a neat twist.’ Guardian
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